From: Dinenna, David MAJ CJTF7-320 MP BN S3
Sent: Wednesday, August 27, 2003 11:51 AM
To: MP BDE NBC 800 (E-mail); Anthony MAJ CJTF7-800TH MP BDE-S3 Cavallaro (E-mail)
Subject: (U) sir 27aug 03 assaults

Classification: SECRET//X1

1. NA

2. Type of incident: Prisoner sexual assaults

3. 270820AUG03

4. Abu Ghraib Prison, Ganci 2

5. None

6. Personnel involved:

a. Subject 1 vic
   i. A[REDACTED] N[REDACTED]
   ii. Rank: NA
   iii. SEQ #: 14376
   iv. Iraqi
   v. Male
   vi. Age: Unk
   vii. Position: Civilian Internee, Compound 2 Ganci
   viii. Security: NA
   iv. 320th MP BN

b. Subject 2 vic
   i. H[REDACTED] R[REDACTED]
   ii. Rank: NA
   iii. SEQ #: 14377
   iv. Iraqi
   v. Male
   vi. Age: Unk
   vii. Position: Civilian Internee, Compound 2 Ganci
   viii. Security: NA
   iv. 320th MP BN

c. Subject 3 vic
   i. M[REDACTED] A[REDACTED]
   ii. Rank: NA
   iii. SEQ #: 14199
   iv. Iraqi
   v. Male
   vi. Age: Unk
   vii. Position: Civilian Internee, Compound 2 Ganci
   viii. Security: NA
   iv. 320th MP BN

d. Subject 4 perp
   i. A[REDACTED] K[REDACTED]
   ii. Rank: NA
   iii. SEQ #: 14407
   iv. Iraqi
   v. Male
   vi. Age: Unk
   vii. Position: Civilian Internee, Compound 2 Ganci
   viii. Security: NA
   iv. 320th MP BN
Baghdad Correctional Facility – SIR - ESCAPE OF PRISONERS

1. Category: NA

2. Type of Incident: ESCAPE OF PRISONERS

3. DTG: 082022 NOVEMBER 2003

4. Location: BAGHDAD CORRECTIONAL FACILITY

5. Weekend/Holiday: RAMADAN

6. Personnel involved:

a. Subject 1
   i. Name: [Redacted]
   ii. Rank: NA
   iii. ISN: 115089
   iv. Nationality: IRAQI
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: [Redacted]
   vii. Position: NA
   viii. Security: NA
   iv. Crime Accused: WEAPONS VIOLATION/ SUSPECTED MURDER OF US SOLDIER

b. Subject 2
   i. Name: [Redacted]
   ii. Rank: NA
   iii. ISN: 151623
   iv. Nationality: IRAQI
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: UNK
   vii. Position: NA
   viii. Security: NA
   iv. Crime Accused: UNKNOWN

c. Subject 3
   i. Name: [Redacted]
   ii. Rank: NA
   iii. ISN: 151624
   iv. Nationality: IRAQI
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: UNK
   vii. Position: NA
   viii. Security: NA
   iv. Crime Accused: UNK

d. Subject 4
   i. Name: [Redacted]
   ii. Rank: NA
   iii. ISN: 116734
   iv. Nationality: IRAQI
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: UNK
   vii. Position: NA
E. Subject 5
   i. Name: S__________________
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. ISN: 116735
      iv. Nationality: IRAQI
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: UNK
      vii. Position: NA
      viii. Security: NA
      iv. Crime Accused: UNK

F. Subject 6
   i. Name: A__________________
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. ISN: 116735
      iv. Nationality: IRAQI
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: UNK
      vii. Position: NA
      viii. Security: NA
      iv. Crime Accused: UNK

7. Narrative of Incident: At 2022(L), Ganci 8 reported as many as 5-6 prisoners escaped from
   the compound. Immediately after receiving the report, the following actions were taken: lock
   down ECPs; secure living areas; systematically sweep the facility; man unmanned towers; static
   patrol dispatched to CP A (low wall in northeast); ISN headcount in compounds; QRF dispatched
   to scour outside of perimeter; 82\textsuperscript{nd} mortar team fired illumination rounds as needed; 82\textsuperscript{nd}
   coordinated for KW support; and contacted MI for detailed information on subjects to be
   forwarded to 18 MP BDE to assist in pursuit.

   It is suspected they escaped from the north end of the Ganci compound 8. From there their route
   of escape is unknown at this time.

6. Remarks:

9. Publicity:

10. Command Reporting: 320\textsuperscript{th} MP BN

   1. POC: MAJ Dinenna

   12 Downgrading Instructions:
SIR

1. N/A
2. Type of incident: (2)Prisoner(s) Escape
3. DTG: 050354LNOV03
4. Abu Ghraib Prison, Hard Site Prison Unit 3A, Cell #144
5. None
6. Personnel involved
   a. Subjects
      I.  N/A
      II. ISN(s): (1)9877, (2)10739
      IV. Iraqi
      V. Male
      VI. Age: Unk
      VII. Position: Civilian Internee
      VIII. Security: N/A
      IX. 320th MP BN
7. Prisoners Escaped from Cell block 3A Cell 144. They escaped through the window of the cell at Approximately 0330-0345AM. TOC was notified at 0354AM.
   ACTIONS TAKEN: Notified S-3 and BN CDR at 0400AM. Notified QRF, IRF, and all sub. units to stand up soldiers to do search of LSA’s and the Camp’s. Notified all base defense elements of the situation and locked down the facility.
8. Publicity: none
9. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
10. POC: SPC Lauren M Warner
11. Downgrading instructions: none

SPC Warner Lauren
320th MP BN
S3, RTO
DSN: 559-1763

DRF FM 123-2
Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1

Classfier: SECRET//X1
SIR

1. N/A
2. Type of incident: Prisoner Escape
3. DTG: 071330LNOV03
4. Abu Ghraib Prison, Northeast area of BCF
5. None
6. Personnel involved
   a. Subjects
      I. N/A
      II. ISN: 14239
      III. Iraqi
      IV. Male
      VI. Age: Unk
      VII. Position: Civilian Internee, Ganci, Comp 2
      VIII. Security: N/A
      IX. 320th MP BN
7. 13 Prisoners were on a work detail guarded by 4 MP's from the 229th MP CO. NCOIC left area for transportation leaving 3 MP's. While handing out MRE's, MP's realized one prisoner was missing. Latest information from MP's is prisoner left for latrine unnoticed.
   Currently: Perimeter secured, no vehicles in/out of ECP's. Area where escape occurred swept by approximately 100 soldiers, all living areas secured and swept.
   Possible I.D. of escapee north of facility is currently being monitored. 4 QRF teams are sweeping area identified.
8. Publicity: none
9. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
10. POC: SSG Brian Hydro
11. Downgrading instructions: none

SSG Brian Hydro
320th MP BN
S3, ASST. NCOIC
DSN: 559-1738/69

Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECI ON: X1
Classification: SECRET//X1
1. NA

2. Type of incident: Prisoner shoots at MP

3. 241900(L)NOV03

4. Baghdad Correction Facility

5. None

6. Personnel involved:

   a. Subject 1
      i. William A. Carhart
      ii. Rank: SGT
      iii. SSN
      iv. US
      v. Male
      vi. DOB
      vii. Position: MP
      viii. Security: Secret
      iv. 372nd MP CO

   b. Subject 2
      i. Robert J. Elliot
      ii. Rank: SSG
      iii. SSN
      iv. US
      v. Male
      vi. DOB
      vii. Position: MP
      viii. Security: Secret
      iv. 372nd MP CO

   c. Subject 3
      i. Ivan L. Frederick
      ii. Rank: SSG
      iii. SSN
      iv. US
      v. Male
      vi. DOB
      vii. Position: MP
      viii. Security: Secret
      iv. 372nd MP CO

   d. Subject 4
      i. Megan M. Ambuhl
      ii. Rank: SPC
      iii. SSN
      iv. US
      v. Female
      vi. DOB
      vii. Position: MP
      viii. Security: Secret
      iv. 372nd MP CO
Baghdad Correctional Facility –

1. Category: NA

2. Type of Incident: Riot in Camp Ganci

3. DTG: 241320LNOV03

4. Location: Baghdad Correctional Facility

5. None

6. Personnel involved: Detainees in all Compounds in Camp Ganci.

7. Actions Taken: All units, IRF and QRF were notified. Off Duty soldiers were called to assist in the help to control the Compounds. Notified XO, Battalion Commander, and the BDE of the situation.

8. Remarks: Prisoners were throwing rocks at the MP’s at the gates and the MP’s in the towers. Soldiers were told to fire Non Lethal rounds. When soldiers ran out of Non Lethal rounds they were advised to fire Lethal rounds only if they did not have Non Lethal. Lethal advised to be used by Battalion XO Maj Sheridan.
   During the Riot Vigilant C, began getting out of control and required support to quell the uprising. Uprising was under control in approximately 5 to 10 minutes.

9. Publicity: NONE

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SGT Warner Lauren
1. NA

2. Type of incident: Prisoner Riot

3. 062140LNOV03

4. Baghdad Correctional Facility, Vigilant A, B, C.

5. None

6. Personnel involved:

   Prisoners detained in Vigilant A, B, C.

7. A prisoner Riot began when an MP broke up a fight between two prisoners. The prisoners were throwing food, water cans, and rocks at the MP's. The prisoners indicated that the riot began because the MP's broke up the fight and subdued the offenders and because they wanted to go home. IRF and QRF were called on scene. Shortly thereafter, the riot was quelled due to diplomacy and requests for alarm clocks. Alarm clocks were issued. Additionally, the prisoners indicated that they have been in the compounds upwards of five months without being asked any questions by MI. This is why they wanted to go home. The prisoners will provide a list of any prisoner who is similarly situated. MAJ. Dinenna will make an inquiry as to why these prisoners have not been questioned and whether they can be released. He will then inform the compound reps of any information obtained. The riot was quelled and there were no reports of any injuries.

8. Remarks.

9. Publicity: None

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: MSG Michael P. Toomey

12. Downgrading Instructions: None

   MSG Michael P. Toomey
   320th MP BN
   S-3, NCOIC

   DRV FM: 123-2
   Dated: 24 Feb 98
   DECL ON: X1
   Classification: SECRET//X1

MAJ David W. DiNenna, Sr.
320th MP BN
S3
DSN: 559-1763
Baghdad Correctional Facility – SIR

1. Category: NA

2. Type of Incident: DISTURBANCE IN GANCI, ATTACK ON MP

3. DTG: 171459(L)DEC2003

4. Location: BAGHDAD CORRECTIONAL FACILITY

5. Weekend/Holiday: None

6. Personnel involved:

   a. Subject 1
      i. Name: [REDACTED]
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. ISN: 151377
      iv. Nationality: IRAQI
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: [REDACTED]
      vii. Position: NA
      viii. Security: NA

   B. Subject 2
      i. Name: [REDACTED]
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. ISN: 151378
      iv. Nationality: IRAQI
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: [REDACTED]
      vii. Position: NA
      viii. Security: NA

   C. Subject 3
      i. Name: [REDACTED]
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. ISN: 151624
      iv. Nationality: IRAQI
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: UNK
      vii. Position: NA
      viii. Security: NA
      iv. Crime Accused: UNK

   D. Subject 4
      i. Name: MCCLURE T. FLOOK
      ii. Rank: SPC
      iii. SSN: [REDACTED]
      iv. Nationality: US
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: [REDACTED]
      vii. Position: MP
      viii. Security: SECRET
7. Narrative of Incident: During prisoner feeding, subject one became disruptive requiring MP to physically subdue him. While taking down the prisoner, the other two subjects lunged at MP. One round of non-lethal was deployed. Subjects two and three were quickly subdued without injury to MP.

All three prisoners are segregated in isolation.

8. Remarks:

9. Publicity: UNK

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SSG Matash

12. Downgrading Instructions:
Classification: SECRET//X1

1. NA

2. Type of incident: Prisoner Escape

3. 141335LJAN2004

4. Abu Ghurayb Prison, Hard Site

5. None

6. Personnel involved: Prisoner ISN # 12436 and Iraqi Police # 515

7. 320th MP BN TOC notified of missing prisoner at 1335 hrs. Immediately Hard Site was locked down, swept and headcount of prisoners started. ECP (E), (W) closed, all LSA's secured, and all perimeter towers notified of situation. Additional personnel called to respond to search with K9 teams. Orange jumpsuit was found near tiers 5, 6 and 7 in a porta-john. A footprint was found on top of wall at NE corner of facility next to yellow tower (recently installed). Footprint appeared fresh and is assumed to be from escapee. 372nd notified TOC of missing Iraqi Police from Hard Site at approximately 1415 hrs.

8. Further information gathered from 372nd CP showed missing IP and Prisoner were friends and that IP signed missing prisoner out for work detail in tiers 5, 6 and 7 of Hard Site at 1150 hrs.

9. Publicity: None

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SSG Brian G. Hydro

12. Downgrading Instructions: None

SSG Brian G. Hydro
320th MP BN
S3, NCOIC
DSN: 559-1763

DRAFT 123-2
Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON X1

Classification: SECRET//X1
Type of incident: Prisoner Escape

Abu Ghurayb Prison, Hard Site

Personnel involved: Prisoner ISN # 12436 and Iraqi Corrections Officer, MK # 515

320th MP BN TOC notified of missing prisoner at 1335 hrs. Immediately Hard Site was locked down, swept and headcount of prisoners started. ECP (E), (W) closed, all LSA's secured, and all perimeter towers notified of situation. Additional personnel called to respond to search with K9 teams. Orange jumpsuit was found near tiers 5, 6 and 7 in a port-a-john. A footprint was found on top of wall at NE corner of facility next to yellow tower (recently installed). Footprint appeared fresh and is assumed to be from escapee. 372nd notified TOC of missing Iraqi Corrections Officer from Hard Site at approximately 1415 hrs.

Further information gathered from 372nd CP showed missing Corrections Officer and Prisoner were friends and that Corrections Officer signed missing prisoner out for work detail to clean tiers 5, 6 and 7 of Hard Site at 1150 hrs. Neither individuals have been located at time of report.

Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

POC: SSG Brian G. Hydro

Downgrading Instructions: None
PERSONAL DATA

NAMES

First Name  Last Name  Nickname

IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION

Type  Name  Issue Date  Expiration Date  Country  Authority

PERSONAL TRAITS

Nationality  IZ-IRAQ

LANGUAGE(S)

Native Language  Unknown

ADDRESS

Home Address  Unknown

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

At Large

MILITARY SERVICE HISTORY

PRISON

PHONE NUMBERS

Area Code  Phone #  Ext

THEFT SENTENCED TO 3 YEARS

VEHICLE INFORMATION

RELATIVES

First Name  Middle Name  Last Name  Maiden  Birthdate

160209
SSG Brian G. Hydro  
320th MP BN  
S3, NCOIC  
DSN: 559-1763  

DVP FM 123-2  
Dated 24 Feb 98  
DECL ON. X1  

Classification SECRET/X1
**SPOT REPORT**

**SPOT REPORT (DTG):** 232030NOV03

| Line 1 - SITUATION OR ACTIVITY OBSERVED: | Strikers demonstrating in Camp Ganci |
| Line 2 - ACTION: | Prisoners in Camp Ganci held peaceful demonstrations in celebration of Ramadan. |
| Line 3 - RESULT: | In order to maintain good order and discipline in the camp, reactionary forces and MWD were on standby. The demonstration did not escalate, and terminated without incident. |
| Line 4 - DATE/TIME OBSERVED: | 232030NOV03 |
| Line 5 - LOCATION: | MP 127 837 Camp Ganci, Baghdad Correctional Facility |
| Line 6 - UNIT/GROUP ID: | 320th MP BN |
| Line 7 - EQUIPMENT/CLOTHING/VEHICLE: | NA |
| Line 8 - SOURCE: | 320th MP BN |
| Line 9 - REPORTING POC: | SSG Mataah |
| Line 10 - REPORTING UNIT: | 320th MP BN |
| Line 11 - TELEPHONE (DSN/COMM): | 559-1738 |
| Line 12 - EMAIL: |

**RECEIVED BY**

**POSTED BY**

**FORWARDED BY**

**TO**

**UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY**
| Line 1 - SITUATION OR ACTIVITY OBSERVED: |
| Prison-r tight ..n Ganci Compound 2. |
| Line 2 - ACTION: |
| MP fired 68Ll gauge non-lethal crowd dispersal rounds and 1x40mm non-lethal round into the melee. |
| Line 3 - RESULT: |
| Disturbance ceased. |
| Line 4 - DATE/TIME OBSERVED: 131120(L)DEC03 |
| Line 5 - LOCATION: BCF, Camp Ganci, Compound 2 |
| Line 6 - UNIT/GROUP ID: UNK |
| Line 7 - EQUIPMENT/CLOTHING/VEHICLE: None |
| Line 8 - SOURCE: |
| Line 9 - REPORTING POC: SSG Nick Matash |
| Line 10 - REPORTING UNIT: 320TH MP BN |
| Line 11 - TELEPHONE (DSN/COMM): 559-1738 |
| Line 12 - EMAIL: |

UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
### SPOT REPORT

**SPOT REPORT (DTG):** 131020 (L) DEC03  
**MSG ID:**

| Line 1 - SITUATION OR ACTIVITY OBSERVED: | Prisoner fight in Ganci Compound 8. |
| Line 2 - ACTION: | MP fired 12 gauge non-lethal crowd dispersal rounds into the melee. |
| Line 3 - RESULT: | Disturbance ceased. |
| Line 4 - DATE/TIME OBSERVED: | 131020 (L) DEC03 |
| Line 5 - LOCATION: | BCF, Camp Ganci, Compound 8 |
| Line 6 - UNIT/GROUP ID: | UNK |
| Line 7 - EQUIPMENT/CLOTHING/VEHICLE: | None |
| Line 8 - SOURCE: |
| Line 9 - REPORTING POC: | SSG Nick Matash |
| Line 10 - REPORTING UNIT: | 320th MP BN |
| Line 11 - TELEPHONE (DSN/COMM): | 559-1738 |
| Line 12 - EMAIL: |

**RECEIVED BY**  
**POSTED BY**  
**FORWARDED BY**

**TO**

---

**UNCLASSIFIED/ FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY**
| Line 1 - SITUATION OR ACTIVITY OBSERVED: |
| Prisoner fight in Ganci Compound 3 involving 30-40 prisoners. |
| Line 2 - ACTION: |
| MP fired a 12 gauge non-lethal crowd dispersal round into the melee. |
| Line 3 - RESULT: |
| Disturbance ceased. |
| Line 4 - DATE/TIME OBSERVED: 131642 (L) DEC03 |
| Line 5 - LOCATION: BCF, Camp Ganci, Compound 2 |
| Line 6 - UNIT/GROUP ID: UNK |
| Line 7 - EQUIPMENT/CLOTHING/VEHICLE: Tent poles |
| Line 8 - SOURCE: |
| Line 9 - REPORTING POC: SSG Nick Matash |
| Line 10 - REPORTING UNIT: 320TH MP BN |
| Line 11 - TELEPHONE (DSN/COMM): 559-1738 |
| Line 12 - EMAIL: |

UNCLASSIFIED/ FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
### SPOT REPORT

**SPOT REPORT (DTG): 14122C (L) DECEMBER 2003**

| Line 1 - SITUATION OR ACTIVITY OBSERVED: | Prisoner melee in Camp Ganci, Compound 2. |
| Line 2 - ACTION: | The disturbance was quelled without the use of non-lethal force. |
| Line 3 - RESULT: | Disturbance quelled. |
| Line 4 - DATE/TIME OBSERVED: | 141220 (L) DECEMBER 2003 |
| Line 5 - LOCATION: | BCF, Camp Ganci, Compound 2 |
| Line 6 - UNIT/GROUP ID: | UNK |
| Line 7 - EQUIPMENT/CLOTHING/VEHICLE: | None |
| Line 8 - SOURCE: | |
| Line 9 - REPORTING POC: | SSG Nick Matash |
| Line 10 - REPORTING UNIT: | 320TH MF BN |
| Line 11 - TELEPHONE (DSN/COMM): | 559-1738 |
| Line 12 - EMAIL: | |

**UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY**
SIR

1. N/A
2. Type of incident: (2) Prisoner(s) Escape
3. DTG: 050354LNOV03
4. Abu Ghraib Prison, Hard Site Prison Unit 3A, Cell #144
5. None
6. Personnel involved
   a. Subjects
      I. N/A
      II. ISN(s): (1)9877, (2)10739
      III. Iraqi
      IV. Male
      V. Age: Unk
      VI. Position: Civilian Internee
      VII. Security: N/A
      VIII. 320th MP BN
7. Follow up information:
   Area east of canal was searched for missing inmates. Blood trail had been
   found and direction of travel was determined, but trail was eventually lost. All
   buildings in that vicinity were searched and cleared. No inmates were located
   to time of this follow-up SIR.
   Arrangements are being made through 18th MP BDE for Iraqi Police to check
   local hospitals for escapees.
8. Publicity: none
9. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
10. POC: SPC Lauren M Warner
11. Downgrading instructions: none

SPC Warner Lauren
320th MP BN
S3, RTO
DSN: 559-1763

Dated 24 Feb 98
DECL ON X

Classification: SECRET//X1
To: Cavallaro, Anthony MAJ CJTF7-800TH MP BDE-S3
Subject: FW: Detainee Acceptance Problems

Tony,

The ugly baby comes alive again. Sorry brother. I am getting my ass beat over this. This is an excerpt from an e-mail one of our BNs sent up to the BDE. Just FYI and to see if there is anything you can influence.

Thanks.

Bryan

Bryan Patrone
MAJ MP
12th MP Bde

We are still having problems with the 800th accepting detainees at Abu Graib. The party line we are getting from the 800th is: "The confinement facility at Abu Gahrib still will not accept transfer of prisoners from IP or with paperwork completed in Arabic. In fact the NCOIC at inprocessing told our MPs they do not follow the CJTF-7 directive on what paperwork we should have and that without the paperwork they want and everything translated to English they would not accept them (this was on 29 Dec)"

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED

Caveats: NONE

Classification: SECRET

Caveats: NONE

2/10/2004
From: 800 MP BDE NBC
Sent: Monday, November 17, 2003 10:50 AM
To: Phillabaum, Jerry LTC CJTF7-320TH MP BN CDR; Osterhout, Michael 2LT CJTF7-320TH MP BN S2; Dinenna, David MAJ CJTF7-320 MP BN S3
Cc: Cavallaro, Anthony MAJ CJTF7-800TH MP BDE-S3; Steiger, Martin CPT CJTF7-800MP BDE OPS; Burtyk, Dale LTC CJTF7 800 DEP CDR
Subject: FW: Possible RIOT in Abu Ghurayb

Classification: SECRET
Caveats: NONE

---Original Message---
From: 377 TSC G2 Battle Captain
Sent: Monday, November 17, 2003 3:35 AM
To: 800 MP BDE Battle CPT
Cc: 800 MP BDE CofS
Subject: Possible RIOT in Abu Ghurayb

Classification: SECRET
Caveats: REL USA MCFI

FYI.

Abu Ghurayb

(PIR #1) [S/REL TO USA and MCFI] Detainees are planning riots and attacks in order to facilitate an escape from Abu Ghurayb (MP 24852486). Detainees hope to harm United States soldiers, escape from the prison, and to speed up the review and release of detainees. The attack will be triggered simply by the detainees shouting. The event will likely occur after 2100 hours because of perceived relaxed security by the military police at that time. The perception is that fewer military personnel are on duty during evening hours, and those that are will become sleepy. Additionally, the event is planned to occur during Ramadan and is likely to coincide with a weather storm. The seven men reported to be the leaders planning the event are: [full name unknown], [full name unknown], [full name unknown], [full name unknown], [full name unknown], [full name unknown], [full name unknown], [full name unknown] from the [full name unknown] tribe, [full name unknown] (LNU) who is fedayeen, [full name unknown] (full name unknown), [full name unknown] (full name unknown), and [full name unknown] (full name unknown) from [full name unknown]. JIDC Comments: For more information on Abu Ghurayb detainee escape plans refer to DIII-205-JIDC-98-04-114. Source: [full name unknown]

MAJ Craig Meyer
377 TSC G2 (Prov)
DSN: 318-825-1143/1567

Classification: SECRET
Caveats: REL USA MCFI

Classification: SECRET
Caveats: NONE
Baghdad Correctional Facility SIR

1. Category: NA

2. Type of Incident: Internee/Detainee Disturbance

3. DTG: 241330LNOV03

4. Location: MB 132 839, Baghdad Correctional Facility

5. Weekend/Holiday: Ramadan

6. Personnel involved:

   a. Subject 1
      i. Name: M__~
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. SEQ #: 150216
      iv. Nationality: Iraqi
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: UNK
      vii. Compound Assignment: Ganci 5
      viii. Security: Security Internee
      iv. Crime Accused: Suspected Fedayeen

   b. Subject 2
      i. Name: M-E8
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. SEQ #: 150894
      iv. Nationality: Iraqi
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: UNK
      vii. Compound Assignment: Ganci 6
      viii. Security: Security Internee
      iv. Crime Accused: Assault on Coalition Forces

   c. Subject 3
      i. Name: RIII-"S"
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. SEQ #: 153096
      iv. Nationality: Iraqi
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: UNK
      vii. Compound Assignment: Ganci 2
      viii. Security: Security Internee
      iv. Crime Accused: Harboring Anti-Coalition Forces
d. Subject 4
   i. Name: W\[   \]\[   \]o\[   \]\[   \]n\[   \]me\[   \]\[   \]
   ii. Rank: NA
   iii. SEQ #: 1503165
   iv. Nationality: Iraqi
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: [  ]
   vii. Compound Assignment: Ganci 2
   viii. Security: Security Internee
   iv. Crime Accused: Illegal Weapons

e. Subject 5
   i. Name: A\[   \]\[   \]\[   \]n\[   \]me\[   \]\[   \]
   ii. Rank: NA
   iii. SEQ #: 153169
   iv. Nationality: Iraqi
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: [  ]
   vii. Compound Assignment: Ganci 2
   viii. Security: Security Internee
   iv. Crime Accused: Informant

f. Subject 6
   i. Name: L\[   \]\[   \]\[   \]n\[   \]me\[   \]\[   \]
   ii. Rank: NA
   iii. SEQ #: 116361
   iv. Nationality: Iraqi
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: [  ]
   vii. Compound Assignment: Ganci 3
   viii. Security: Security Internee
   iv. Crime Accused: Assault on Coalition Forces

h. Subject 7
   i. Name: H\[   \]\[   \]\[   \]n\[   \]ame\[   \]\[   \]
   ii. Rank: Na
   iii. SEQ #: 153399
   iv. Nationality: Iraqi
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: [  ]
   vii. Compound Assignment: Ganci 7
   viii. Security: Security Internee
   iv. Crime Accused: Illegal Possession of Weapons/ Arms Dealer/
Theft of Coalition property
Subject 8
i. Name: S
ii. Rank: NA
iii. SEQ #: 20257
iv. Nationality: Iraqi
v. Sex: M
vi. DOB: 
 vii. Compound Assignment: Ganci 1
viii. Security: Criminal Detainee
iv. Crime Accused: Theft

Subject 9
i. Name: S
ii. Rank: NA
iii. SEQ #: 150348
iv. Nationality: Iraqi
v. Sex: M
vi. DOB: 
 vii. Compound Assignment: Ganci 5
viii. Security: Security Internee
iv. Crime Accused: Terrorist Raid

Subject 10
i. Name: T
ii. Rank: NA
iii. SEQ #: 152616
iv. Nationality: Iraqi
v. Sex: M
vi. DOB: 
 vii. Compound Assignment: Ganci 4
viii. Security: Security Internee
iv. Crime Accused: Weapons Possession

Subject 11
i. Name: K
ii. Rank: NA
iii. SEQ #: 116146
iv. Nationality: Iraqi
v. Sex: M
vi. DOB: 
 vii. Compound Assignment: Ganci 3
viii. Security: Security Internee
iv. Crime Accused: Involved in 8/21/03 Riot at Camp Bucca

Subject 12
i. Name: F
ii. Rank: NA
iii. SEQ #: 152156
iv. Nationality: Iraqi
v. Sex: M
vi. DOB: [REDACTED]
vii. Compound Assignment: Ganci 8
viii. Security: Security Internee
iv. Crime Accused: Suspicion of Terrorism

n. Subject 13
   i. Name: Charles G. Zchunke
   ii. Rank: SFC
   iii. SSN: [REDACTED]
iv. Nationality: US
v. Sex: M
vi. DOB: [REDACTED]
   vii. Position: MP
viii. Security: Secret
iv. Unit: 320th MP BN

c. Subject 14
   i. Name: John T. Pitts
   ii. Rank: SPC
   iii. SSN: [REDACTED]
iv. Nationality: US
v. Sex: M
vi. DOB: [REDACTED]
   vii. Position: MP
viii. Security: Secret
iv. Unit: 320th MP CO

p. Subject 15
   i. Name: Alonzo T. Chandler
   ii. Rank: SPC
   iii. SSN: [REDACTED]
iv. Nationality: US
v. Sex: M
vi. DOB: UNK
   vii. Position: MP
viii. Security: Secret
iv. Unit: 229th MP CO

q. Subject 16
   i. Name: David E. Littlejohn
   ii. Rank: SGT
   iii. SSN: [REDACTED]
iv. Nationality: US
v. Sex: M
vi. DOB: UNK
vii. Position: MP
d. Security: Secret
iv. Unit: 229th MP CO

r. Subject 17
  i. Name: Kathleen M. Commerford
  ii. Rank: PFC
  iii. SSN: [redacted]
  iv. Nationality: US
v. Sex: F
vi. DOB: UNK
vii. Position: MP
d. Security: Secret
iv. Unit: 229th MP CO

s. Subject 18
  i. Name: Lisa M. Eheridge
  ii. Rank: SGT
  iii. SSN: [redacted]
  iv. Nationality: US
v. Sex: F
vi. DOB: UNK
vii. Position: MP
d. Security: Secret
iv. Unit: 229th MP CO

t. Subject 19
  i. Name: Matthew A. Spears
  ii. Rank: SGT
  iii. SSN: [redacted]
  iv. Nationality: US
v. Sex: M
vi. DOB: UNK
vii. Position: MP
d. Security: Secret
iv. Unit: 229th MP CO

u. Subject 20
  i. Name: Wade E. Perkiss
  ii. Rank: SPC
  iii. SSN: [redacted]
  iv. Nationality: US
v. Sex: M
vi. DOB: UNK
7. Narrative of Incident:

On 24 November 2003 at approximately 1320, Camp Ganci reported that detainees were engaging in rock throwing to the 320th MP BN TOC. Detainees in Compound 4 initiated a demonstration that led to rock throwing. Compound 4 NCOIC SFC Charles Zchunke responded to the area of the demonstration where he observed prisoners picking up rocks and pushing against the exterior concertina wire.

SFC Zchunke gave repeated verbal commands for the detainees to stop throwing rocks and move back from the wire. The detainees refused. Concerned for his safety and concerned for a potential break in the wire, SFC Zchunke fired two 12 gauge less-than-lethal crowd dispersal rounds at the primary instigators and continued to issue verbal commands. The detainees retreated from the wire and secured additional rocks and debris.

The detainees then focused their aggression on SFC Zchunke and began pelting him with the rocks, chunks of masonry and other debris. He was struck several times to include the groin and was forced to pull back to the compound control...
team tent. The detainees started throwing rocks at the guard tower between Compounds 4 and 6. The rocks were landing and striking detainees in Compound 6.

The Compound 6 detainees returned the rocks to Compound 4 inciting an intense rock fight that left the guards in tower 4/6 vulnerable. While the above events were taking place the IRF was dispatched to Camp Ganci Compound 4 at approximately 1322. Additionally, the 372\textsuperscript{nd} MP CO, the 670\textsuperscript{th} MP CO and the HHC, 320\textsuperscript{th} MP BN were dispatched to the compounds.

LTC Jerry Phillabaum ordered the execution of “Golden Spike,” an emergency containment plan designed to regain control of the compounds. The plan was executed IAW SOP. While the IRF, QRF and above supporting units were responding to Camp Ganci, the compound and tower guards expended the remaining less-than-lethal ammunition. Personnel were cross-leveled and re-supply of the less-than-lethal ammunition occurred simultaneously.

At this time, all eight (8) Camp Ganci Compounds were actively engaged in violent and aggressive behavior toward U.S. Forces. An assessment of the situation conducted by the Sergeant’s Major Marc Emerson concluded that a mass break was imminent and that U.S. Forces were in grave danger due to the ineffectiveness and depletion of the less-than-lethal ammunition.

LTC Phillabaum concluded the next step in the force continuum, deadly force, was the only reasonable means available to restore order and protect U.S. Forces and to maintain the integrity of the Baghdad Correctional Facility (BCF). At 1345 authorization for lethal force was granted and the order was disseminated to each of the compounds via the 320\textsuperscript{th} MP BN TOC.

At approximately 1345, deadly force was applied at Compound 4. The most immediate threat was identified and engaged with several aimed shots resulting in the death of one detainee and multiple wounded. Compound 7 was the next to apply deadly force, which resulted in the death of one detainee, and no other injuries were reported. Compounds 1 and 3 followed with the use of deadly force resulting in the death of two more detainees. Compounds 1-4 and 7-8 reported a reduced level of activity while Compounds 3-4 and 7 requested medics.

320\textsuperscript{th} MP BN medics and B/109\textsuperscript{th} MED DET responded to the compounds and triaged the wounded and pronounced three dead. Eight additional detainees, three critical, were airlifted via MEDEVAC to the 28\textsuperscript{th} CSH. The 28th CSH later notified the BN TOC that one of the wounded detainees was DOA. The following is the list of prisoner injuries:

- Subject 1
  - i. ISN: 150216
  - ii. Injuries: Gunshot wound to the Groin (MEDEVAC)
Injuries to US soldiers were as follows:

SFC ZCHUNKE, CHARLES, G., injure to groin from projectile, medical care on site.

SPC PITTS, JOHN T., laceration above right eye from projectile, medical care on site.

SPC CHANDLER, ALONZO T., laceration to left hand from projectile, medical care on site.
SGT LITTLEJOHN, DAVID E., laceration to nose from projectile, medical care on site.

PFC COMMERFORD, KATHLEEN M., bruises on left jaw, difficulty moving jaw, from projectile, medical care on site.

SGT ETHERIDGE, LISA M., laceration to left hand from projectile, medical care on site.

SGT SPEARS, MATTHEW A., injury to hip, bruised from projectile, medical care on site.

SPC PERKISS, WADE E., injury to left arm swollen and difficult to use, from projectile, medical care on site.

SGT VROLYKS, ADRIAN, bruise on arm from projectile, medical care on site.

At 1357 order was restored in the compounds and the QRF and IRF assisted in the clearing of the compounds. Following completion of the above security measures MSG Robert Johnson implemented accountability procedures in all compounds. All detainees were accounted for.

8. Remarks: 28th CASH DNVT 538-2802

9. Publicity: None

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SSG Nick Matash

12. Downgrading Instructions: None
7. assault on three victims threatens life if didn't cooperate in sexual acts over the last few nights since 25th Aug 03. Vics. just came forward.

8. Remarks: perp. and accomp. separated onto separate cell conexes

9. Publicity: None

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SFC White

12. Downgrading Instructions: None

DRFM 123-2
Dated 24 Feb 98
DECL. ON X1
Classification SECRET//X1
DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY:

Riot at the Baghdad Correctional Facility.

SYNOPSIS:

On 24 November 2003 at approximately 1330, detainees in Compound Four (4) at Camp Ganci initiated a demonstration. The detainees were protesting circumstances of capture, judicial process and release procedures. The detainees congregated and rallied by yelling, chanting and inciting other compounds. Within several minutes the protest turned violent as the detainees started throwing rocks at the internment facility guards. The protest spread to all eight (8) compounds and the ensuing riot escalated resulting in the use of deadly force. U.S. Soldiers received minor injuries from the rocks thrown during the riot. Four (4) detainees were killed and another eight (8) were injured.

NARRATIVE:

On 24 November 2003 at approximately 1320, Camp Ganci reported rock throwing to the S-3, 320th MP BN. Detainees in Compound 4 initiated a demonstration that led to rock throwing. Compound 4 NCOIC SFC Charles Zchunke responded to the area of the demonstration where he observed prisoners picking up rocks and pushing against the exterior concertina wire.

SFC Zchunke gave repeated verbal commands for the detainees to stop throwing rocks and move back from the wire. The detainees refused. Concerned for his safety and concerned for a potential break in the wire, SFC Zchunke fired two 12 gauge less-than-lethal crowd dispersal rounds at the primary instigators and continued to issue verbal commands. The detainees retreated from the wire and secured additional rocks and debris.

The detainees then focused their aggression on SFC Zchunke and began pelting him with the rocks, chunks of masonry and other debris. He was struck several times to include the groin and was forced to pull back to the compound control team tent. The detainees started throwing rocks at the guard tower between Compounds 4 and 6. The rocks were landing and striking detainees in Compound 6.

The Compound 6 detainees returned the rocks to Compound 4 inciting an intense rock fight that left the guards in tower 4/6 vulnerable. While the above events were taking place the IRF was dispatched to Camp Ganci Compound 4 at approximately 1322. Additionally, the 372nd MP CO, the 670th MP CO and the HHC, 320th MP BN were dispatched to the compounds.

LTC Jerry Phillabaum ordered the execution of “Golden Spike,” an emergency containment plan designed to regain control of the compounds. The plan was executed IAW SOP. While the IRF, QRF and above supporting units were responding to Camp Ganci, the compound and tower guards expended the remaining less-than-lethal
ammunition. Personnel were cross-leveled and re-supply of the less-than-lethal ammunition occurred simultaneously.

At this time, all eight (8) Camp Ganci Compounds were actively engaged in violent and aggressive behavior toward U.S. Forces. An assessment of the situation conducted by the Sergeant’s Major Marc Emerson concluded that a mass break was immanent and that U.S. Forces were in grave danger due to the ineffectiveness and depletion of the less-than-lethal ammunition.

LTC Phillabaum concluded the next step in the force continuum, deadly force, was the only reasonable means available to restore order and protect U.S. Forces and to maintain the integrity of the Baghdad Correctional Facility (BCF). At 1345 authorization for lethal force was granted and the order was disseminated to each of the compounds via the 320th MP BN TOC.

At approximately 1345, deadly force was applied at Compound 4. The most immediate threat was identified and engaged with several aimed shots resulting in the death of one detainee and multiple wounded. Compound 7 was the next to apply deadly force, which resulted in the death of one detainee, and no other injuries were reported. Compounds 1 and 3 followed with the use of deadly force resulting in the death of two more detainees. Compounds 1-4 and 7-8 reported a reduced level of activity while Compounds 3-4 and 7 requested medics.

The 109th MED DET responded to the compounds and triaged the wounded and pronounced three dead. Eight additional detainees, three critical, were airlifted via MEDEVAC to the 28th CSH. The 28th CSH later notified the BN TOC that one of the wounded detainees was DOA.

At 1357 order was restored in the compounds and the QRF and IRF assisted in the clearing of the compounds. Following completion of the above security measures MSG Robert Johnson implemented accountability procedures in all compounds. All detainees were accounted for.
Baghdad Correctional Facility – SIR - ESCAPE OF PRISONERS

1. Category: NA

2. Type of Incident: ESCAPE OF PRISONERS

3. DTG: 082022NOVEMBER2003

4. Location: BAGHDAD CORRECTIONAL FACILITY

5. Weekend/Holiday: RAMADAN

6. Personnel involved:

a. Subject 1
   i. Name: [Redacted]
   ii. Rank: NA
   iii. ISN: 115089
   iv. Nationality: IRAQI
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: [Redacted]
   vii. Position: NA
   viii. Security: NA
   iv. Crime Accused: WEAPONS VIOLATION/ SUSPECTED MURDER OF US SOLDIER

B. Subject 2
   i. Name: [Redacted]
   ii. Rank: NA
   iii. ISN: 151623
   iv. Nationality: IRAQI
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: UNK
   vii. Position: NA
   viii. Security: NA
   iv. Crime Accused: UNKNOWN

C. Subject 3
   i. Name: [Redacted]
   ii. Rank: NA
   iii. ISN: 151624
   iv. Nationality: IRAQI
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: UNK
   vii. Position: NA
   viii. Security: NA
   iv. Crime Accused: UNK

D. Subject 4
   i. Name: [Redacted]
   ii. Rank: NA
   iii. ISN: 116734
   iv. Nationality: IRAQI
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: UNK
   vii. Position: NA
viii. Security: NA
iv. Crime Accused: UNK

E. Subject 5
i. Name: [Redacted]
ii. Rank: NA
iii. ISN: 116735
iv. Nationality: IRAQI
v. Sex: M
vi. DOB: UNK
vii. Position: NA
viii. Security: NA
iv. Crime Accused: UNK

F. Subject 6
i. Name: [Redacted]
ii. Rank: NA
iii. ISN: 116738
iv. Nationality: IRAQI
v. Sex: M
vi. DOB: UNK
vii. Position: NA
viii. Security: NA
iv. Crime Accused: UNK

7. Narrative of Incident: At 2022(L), Ganci 8 reported as many as 5-6 prisoners escaped from the compound. Immediately after receiving the report, the following actions were taken: lock down ECPs; secure living areas; systematically sweep the facility; man unmanned towers; static patrol dispatched to CP A (low wall in northeast); ISN headcount in compounds; QRF dispatched to scour outside of perimeter; 82nd mortar team fired illumination rounds as needed; 82nd coordinated for KW support; and contacted MI for detailed information on subjects to be forwarded to 18 MP BDE to assist in pursuit.

It is suspected they escaped from the north end of the Ganci compound 8. From there their route of escape is unknown at this time.

8. Remarks:

9. Publicity:

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: MAJ Dinenna

12. Downgrading Instructions:
From: Dinenna, David MAJ CJTF7-320 MP BN S3
Sent: Friday, November 07, 2003 12:44 AM
To: MP BDE NBC 800 (E-mail); Martin CPT CJTF7-800MP BDE OPS; Steiger (E-mail)
Subject: SIR Prisoner riot
Classification: SECRET//X1

1. NA

2. Type of incident: Prisoner Riot

3. 062140LNOV03

4. Baghdad Correctional Facility, Vigilant A, B, C.

5. None

6. Personnel involved:

   Prisoners detained in Vigilant A, B, C.

7. A prisoner Riot began when an MP broke up a fight between two prisoners. The prisoners were throwing food, water cans, and rocks at the MP's. The prisoners indicated that the riot began because the MP's broke up the fight and subdued the offenders and because they wanted to go home. The 320th TOC dispatched the IRF and QRF. Shortly thereafter, the riot was quelled due to diplomacy by the S3 and no injuries occurred. Alarm clocks were requested and issued. Additionally, the prisoners indicated that they have been in the compounds upwards of five months without being asked any questions by MI. This is why they wanted to go home. The prisoners will provide a list of any prisoner who is similarly situated. MAJ. Dinenna will make an inquiry as to why these prisoners have not been questioned with MI. He will then inform the compound reps of any information obtained. The riot was quelled and there were no reports of any injuries.

8. Remarks:

9. Publicity: None

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: MSG Michael P. Toomey

12. Downgrading Instructions: None

MSG Michael P. Toomey
320th MP BN
S-3, NCOIC

DRV FM: 123-2
Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1

Classification: SECRET//X1
MAJ David W. DiNenna, Sr.
320th MP BN
S3
DSN: 559-1763
Classification: SECRET//X1

1. NA

2. Type of incident: Prisoner Riot

3. 062140LNOV03

4. Baghdad Correctional Facility, Vigilant A, B, C.

5. None

6. Personnel involved:

   Prisoners detained in Vigilant A, B, C.

7. A prisoner Riot began when an MP broke up a fight between two prisoners. The prisoners were throwing food, water cans, and rocks at the MP’s. The prisoners indicated that the riot began because the MP’s broke up the fight and subdued the offenders and because they wanted to go home. IRF and QRF were called on scene. Shortly thereafter, the riot was quelled due to diplomacy and requests for alarm clocks. Alarm clocks were issued. Additionally, the prisoners indicated that they have been in the compounds upwards of five months without being asked any questions by M.I. This is why they wanted to go home. The prisoners will provide a list of any prisoner who is similarly situated. MAJ. Dinenna will make an inquiry as to why these prisoners have not been questioned and whether they can be released. He will then inform the compound reps of any information obtained. The riot was quelled and there were no reports of any injuries.

8. Remarks:

9. Publicity: None

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: MSG Michael P. Toomey

12. Downgrading Instructions: None

MSG Michael P. Toomey
320th MP BN
S-3, NCOIC

DRV FM: 123-2
   Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1
Classification: SECRET//X1

MAJ David W. DiNenna, Sr.
320th MP BN
S3
DSN: 559-1763
SIR

1. N/A
2. Type of incident: Missing 9mm Pistol (Ser # __________)
3. DTG: 130830ZSEP03
4. Arifjan, Kuwait
5. None
6. Personnel involved
   a. Subject 1
      I. Name: Compano, Dominick
      II. Rank: E-6
      III. SS#: __________
      IV. U.S. Soldier
      V. Male
      VI. D.O.B.: 
      VII. Position: Supply
      VIII. Security: N/A
      IX. 320th MP BN
7. On 2 SEP 03 SSG Compano and the remainder of the 320th MP BN Rear Detachment arrived at Abu Gharyb Prison from Camp Arijan, Kuwait. On 3 SEP 03 1SG Clowser inquired from SSG Compano as to whether or not he had brought the extra 9mms and M16s from Arifjan and reported that the only extra weapon was a 9mm with serial number __________ assigned to SSG Mushala (REFRAD). 1SG inquired as to the where Dr. (CPT) Semidei’s 9mm (#________) was located and SSG Compano stated that he did not know that he had CPT Semidei’s weapon. A sensitive items inventory was immediately conducted and revealed that #________ was not located at Abu Gharyb. SSG Compano produced a sign out sheet used to sign out weapons on 24 AUG 03 which listed #________ which had not been issued. 1SG Clowser has an email from SSG Compano dated 9 AUG showing #________ as being present. The email listing was used to track weapons in Arifjan during weekly weapons inventories. MSG Jankowski, Rear detachment NCOIC, 320th MP BN, was contacted and asked to check the Consolidated arms room in BLDG 1 at Camp Arifjan for #________. MSG Jankowski reported on 6 SEP 03 that the weapon had not been located. SSG Compano was sent to Arifjan on 10 SEP in an attempt to locate the weapon. A joint inventory of the arms room was conducted and it was determined that the weapon was not there.
8. Remarks: Statements and inventory sheets are available.
9. Publicity: none
10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
11. POC: MAJ David DiNenna (302 559 1738)
12. Downgrading instructions: none

MAJ David DiNenna
320th MP BN
S3
DSN: 559-1738

DRV FM: 123-2
  Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1

Classification: SECRET//X1
Effects of Mortar Round at Camp Vigilant:

12 U.S. Military Intelligence Soldiers Medevac:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sirois</td>
<td>B/325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>HHD 205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dugain, A</td>
<td>A/302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivera</td>
<td>B/325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friedrich</td>
<td>B/325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day, Mark</td>
<td>B/325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cicatello</td>
<td>A/302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ziric</td>
<td>A/302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day, Jeff</td>
<td>B/325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson</td>
<td>A/302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Son, Paul</td>
<td>B/325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roddenbaugh</td>
<td>A/302</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At approximately 1854Z there were 2 mortar detonations in Baghdad Central Detention Facility. One mortar round impacted in the vicinity of the MI tent located in Camp Vigilant, and another round impacted in between the Camp Vigilant southern wall and the outer prison wall at Baghdad Central Detention Facility. At present there are 15 U.S. personnel injured, with 12 having to be transported by Medevac. One confirmed deceased, Freidrich from the B/325 MI. Prior to the mortar attacks, 2 white pickup trucks (one 2-door and one 4-door) were seen driving approx. 600 meters from SE corner near the canal. We have received reports that a 4-door white pickup truck was involved in previous mortar attacks. NFI

Remarks: None

Publicity: None
10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SSG Brian G. Hydro

12. Downgrading Instructions: None

SSG Brian G. Hydro
320th MP BN
S3, NCOIC
DSN: 559-1763

DRV FM: 123-2
   Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1

Classification: SECRET//X1
Baghdad Correctional Facility

1. Category:

2. Type of Incident: Prisoner MEDEVAC

3. DTG: 012204(L)JANUARY2004

4. Location: Baghdad Correctional Facility

5. Weekend/Holiday: None

6. Personnel involved:

   a. Subject 1
      i. Name: [Redacted]
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. ISN: 150548
      iv. Nationality: Iraqi
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: [Redacted]
      vii. Facility: Hard Site Wing 2
      viii. Security: MI Hold
      iv. Crime Accused: Carjacking/Assault

7. Narrative of Incident: Prisoner was air MEDEVACd for appendicitis to the 28th CASH.

8. Remarks:

9. Publicity: UNK

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SSG Nick Matash

12. Downgrading Instructions:
Baghdad Correctional Facility –

1. Category: NA

2. Type of Incident: Prisoner Air Medevac

3. DTG: 020953LDEC03

4. Location: Baghdad Correctional Facility

5. None

6. Personnel involved:
   a. Subject 1
      i. Name:
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. ISN: 151365
      iv. Nationality: IRAQI
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: UNK
      vii. Position: NA
      viii. Security: NA

7. Prisoner was Medevac out for a possible ruptured Appendix. He was Medevac to the 28th cash. Prisoner was from Hard Site 1A.
   Medevac Request: 0950(L)
   Medevac Landed: 1000(L)
   Medevac Liftoff: 1005(L)

8. Remarks:

9. Publicity: NONE

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SGT Warner Lauren
Baghdad Correctional Facility

1. Category:

2. Type of Incident: Prisoner MEDEVAC

3. DTG: 021316(L)JANUARY2004

4. Location: Baghdad Correctional Facility

5. Weekend/Holiday: None

6. Personnel involved:
   a. Subject 1
      i. Name: 
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. ISN: 152895
      iv. Nationality: Iraqi
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: 
      vii. Facility Ganci 6
      viii. Security:
      iv. Crime Accused:

7. Narrative of Incident: Prisoner was air MEDEVAC for acute respiratory distress with chest pain to 28th CASH.

8. Remarks:

9. Publicity: UNK

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SSG Brian Hydro

12. Downgrading Instructions:
SIR

1. N/A
2. Type of incident: Prisoner Air Medevac
3. DTG: 010840ZNOV03
4. Abu Ghraib Prison, Camp Ganci Compound 3
5. None
6. Personnel involved
   a. Subject 1
      i.
      ii. N/A
      iii. ISN: 116471
      iv. Iraqi
      v. Male
      vi. Age: Unk
      vii. Position: Civilian Internee
      viii. Security: N/A
      ix. 320th MP BN
7. Prisoner has Appendicitis Prisoner sent to 21st CASH in Balad. Request for MEDEVAC from medics: 1140 LOCAL, MEDEVAC Helo liftoff: 1214 LOCAL
8. Medics I.D. situation: URGENT, Per Iraqi Doctor at Clinic.
9. Publicity: none
10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
11. POC: SPC Lauren M Warner
12. Downgrading instructions: none

SPC Warner Lauren
320th MP BN
S3, RTO
DSN: 559-1763

DRV FM: 123-2
Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1

Classification: SECRET//X1
Baghdad Correctional Facility

1. Category: 

2. Type of Incident: Prisoner air MEDEVAC

3. DTG: 031945(L)FEBRUARY2004

4. Location: Baghdad Correctional Facility

5. Weekend/Holiday: None

6. Personnel involved:
   a. Subject 1
      i. Name: [REDACTED]
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. ISN: 156356
      iv. Nationality: Iraqi
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: [REDACTED]
      vii. Facility: Vigilant E
      viii. Security: Security Internee

7. Narrative of Incident: Prisoner was air MEDEVACd for a liver dysfunction condition to the CSH.

8. Remarks: None

9. Publicity: UNK

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: S-3

12. Downgrading Instructions: None
SIR

1. N/A
2. Type of incident: Prisoner Air Medevac
3. DTG: 030523ZNOV03
4. Abu Ghraib Prison, Camp Ganci Compound 6
5. None
6. Personnel involved
   a. Subject 1
      I. N/A
      II. N/A
      III. ISN: 151122
      IV. Iraqi
      V. Male
      VI. Age: Unk
      VII. Position: Civilian Internee
      VIII. Security: N/A
      IX. 320th MP BN
7. Prisoner pulled out of compound complaining of Chest pain. CPR started by MP's at compound. Medics started IV and pushed 50% Dextrose and 1% Iyticane. Request for MEDEVAC from medics: 0823 LOCAL, MEDEVAC Helo liftoff: 0841 LOCAL
8. Medics I.D. situation: URGENT, Per SFC Straub
9. Publicity: none
10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
11. POC: SPC Lauren M Warner
12. Downgrading instructions: none

SPC Warner Lauren
320th MP BN
S3, RTO
DSN: 559-1763

DRV FM: 123-2
Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1

Classification: SECRET//X1
SIR

1. N/A
2. Type of incident: Death Of Prisoner
3. DTG: 030610ZNOV03
4. Abu Ghraib Prison, Camp Ganci Compound 6
5. None
6. Personnel involved
   a. Subject 1
      i. N/A
      ii. ISN: 151122
      iii. Iraqi
      iv. Male
      v. Age: Unk
      vi. Position: Civilian Internee
      vii. Security: N/A
      viii. 320th MP BN
7. Prisoner was pronounced dead at 0910(L) at the 28th Cash Baghdad. Prisoner died of Cardiac Arrest(Heart Attack). Request for MEDEVAC from medics: 0823 LOCAL, MEDEVAC Helo liftoff: 0841 LOCAL
8. Medics I.D. situation: URGENT, Per SFC Straub
9. Publicity: none
10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
11. POC: SGT Lauren M Warner
12. Downgrading instructions: none

SGT Warner Lauren
320th MP BN
S3, RTO
DSN: 559-1763

DRV FM: 123-2
Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1

Classification: SECRET//X1
2. Type of incident: Assault (Iraqi on Iraqi)

3. DTG: 030958LSEP03

4. Abu Ghraib Prison

5. None

6. Personnel involved:

   a. Subject 1 Perpetrator
      i. Name: [Redacted]
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. INS #13936
      iv. Iraqi
      v. Male
      vi. DOB: NA
      vii. Position: Civilian Internee in Compound Ganci 2
      viii. Security: NA
      ix. 320th MP BN

   b. Subject 2 Perpetrator
      i. Name: [Redacted]
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. ISN# 14378
      iv. Iraqi
      v. Male
      vi. DOB: NA
      vii. Position: Civilian Internee in Compound Ganci 2
      viii. Security: NA
      ix. 320th MP BN

   c. Subject 3 Perpetrator
      i. Name: [Redacted]
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. ISN# 14286
      iv. Iraqi
      v. Male
      vi. DOB: NA
      vii. Position: Civilian Internee in Ganci 2
      viii. Security: NA
      ix. 320th MP BN

   d. Subject 4 Victim
      i. Name: [Redacted]
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. ISN# 14345
      iv. Iraqi
      v. Male
      vi. DOB: NA
      vii. Position: Civilian Internee in Compound Ganci 2
      viii. Security: NA
      ix. 320th MP BN
The three perpetrators attacked the victim in Compound Ganci 2. Separated for fighting. Iraqi police contacted and responded for interviews of all parties as directed by 18th MP MP BDE.

7. Publicity: None

8. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

9. POC: SFC Larry White

10. Downgrading instructions: None
1. NA
2. Type of incident: IED explosion and small arms attack
3. 040930LOCT03
4. MB 42468683
5. None

7. At approximately 0930 while conducting a convoy escort of prisoners from the Baghdad Central Detention Facility (BCDF) to court in Baghdad, the turret gunner of the lead vehicle in the patrol heard automatic gunfire from an area North of the patrol. The NCOIC of the patrol dismounted and ran up to a location where the Iraqi Police were also taking gunfire. The NCOIC observed a lot of debris in the area of the intersection. The Iraqi Policeman described to him that an IED blew up at the intersection. The NCOIC ran back to his convoy and redirected his convoy into the southbound lane away from the area and entered 28th CSH and called in a salute report to the 800th MP BDE.

8. Remarks: None
9. Publicity: None
10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
11. POC: MSG Michael P. Toomey
12. Downgrading Instructions: None

MSG Michael P. Toomey
320th MP BN
S3, NCOIC
DSN: 559-1763

DRV FM: 123-2
Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1

Classification: SECRET//X1
Baghdad Correctional Facility

1. Category: 1
2. Type of Incident: Air MEDEVAC US Soldier
3. DTG: 051945(L)FEBRUARY2004
4. Location: BCF
5. Weekend/Holiday: UNK
6. Personnel involved:
   a. Subject 1
      i. Name: Angela Barnhardtcole
      ii. Rank: SSG
      iii. SSN: [redacted]
      iv. Nationality: US
      v. Sex: F
      vi. DOB: [redacted]
      vii. Position: Medic
      viii. Security: NA
      iv. Unit: 320th MP Co
7. Narrative of Incident: An air MEDEVAC was requested for SSG Barnhardtcole when LTC Yeropoli, BN Surgeon, issued a preliminary diagnosis of angina. SSG Barnhardtcole was MEDEVACd to the 31st CSH.
8. Remarks:
9. Publicity: UNK
10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
11. POC: SSG Nick Matash
12. Downgrading Instructions: None
SIR

1. N/A
2. Type of incident: (2)Prisoner(s) Escape
3. DTG: 050354LNOV03
4. Abu Ghraib Prison, Hard Site Prison Unit 3A, Cell #144
5. None
6. Personnel involved
   a. Subjects
      I. N/A
      II. N/A
      III. ISN(s): (1)9877, (2)10739
      IV. Iraqi
      V. Male
      VI. Age: Unk
      VII. Position: Civilian Internee
      VIII. Security: N/A
      IX. 320th MP BN
7. Prisoners Escaped from Cell block 3A Cell 144. They escaped through
   the window of the cell at Approximately 0330-0345AM. TOC was
   notified at 0354AM.
   ACTIONS TAKEN: Notified S-3 and BN CDR at 0400AM. Notified
   QRF, IRF, and all sub. units to stand up soldiers to do search of LSA's
   and the Camp's. Notified all base defense elements of the situation
   and locked down the facility.
8. Publicity: none
9. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
10. POC: SPC Lauren M Warner
11. Downgrading instructions: none

SPC Warner Lauren
320th MP BN
S3, RTO
DSN: 559-1763

DRV FM: 123-2
Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1

Classification: SECRET//X1
SIR

1. N/A
2. Type of incident: (2)Prisoner(s) Escape
3. DTG: 050354LNOV03
4. Abu Ghraib Prison, Hard Site Prison Unit 3A, Cell #144
5. None
6. Personnel involved
   a. Subjects
      i. N/A
      ii. ISN(s): (1)9877, (2)10739
      iii. Iraqi
      iv. Male
      v. Age: Unk
      vi. Position: Civilian Internee
      vii. Security: N/A
      viii. 320th MP BN
7. Follow up information:
   Area east of canal was searched for missing inmates. Blood trail had been
   found and direction of travel was determined, but trail was eventually lost. All
   buildings in that vicinity were searched and cleared. No inmates were located
   to time of this follow-up SIR.
   Arrangements are being made through 18th MP BDE for Iraqi Police to check
   local hospitals for escapees.
8. Publicity: none
9. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
10. POC: SPC Lauren M Warner
11. Downgrading instructions: none

SPC Warner Lauren
320th MP BN
S3, RTO
DSN: 559-1763

DRV FM: 123-2
Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1

Classification: SECRET//X1
SIR

1. N/A
2. Type of incident: Missing 9mm Pistol (Ser # [REDACTED] Wpn # 107)
3. DTG: 050830ZSEP03
4. Abu Graib Prison, Camp Ganci, Comp 8 (assumed)
5. None
6. Personnel involved
   a. Subject 1
      I. Name: Switzer, Shelle, F.
      II. Rank: E-5
      III. SS#: [REDACTED]
      IV. U.S. Soldier
      V. Female
      VI. D.O.B.: Unk
      VII. Position: MP
      VIII. Security: N/A
      IX. 320th MP BN
7. At 0700Z SGT Switzer (229th MP CO) noticed her pistol was missing from her holster. Soldier was on a detail at Ganci, compound 8 installing concertina wire since 0400Z. Soldier did use the latrine at the facility and picked-up ice at one of the designated areas prior to returning to the CO area. The 320th MP BN has a copy of DA Form 2823 Sworn Statement from SGT Switzer.
8. Remarks: At the time of this SIR the soldiers’ personal gear, living area and vehicle used at the time have been thoroughly searched. Compounds 7 and 8 have been searched internally and externally. The portable toilets used at the worksite have been searched as well as the vehicle used to service them. Also, the area for ice pick-up was searched. Currently, all occupied compounds at Ganci are being searched (prisoners and site). Once pistol was known to be missing, all exiting vehicles undergo search by ECP guards.
9. Publicity: none
10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
11. POC: SSG Brian G. Hydro (302 559 1738)
12. Downgrading instructions: none

SSG Brian G. Hydro
320th MP BN
S3, NCOIC
DSN: 559-1738

DRV FM: 123-2
Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1
Baghdad Correctional Facility

1. Category: 1

2. Type of Incident: Air MEDEVAC Detainee

3. DTG: 062120(L)FEBRUARY2004

4. Location: BCF

5. Weekend/Holiday: UNK

6. Personnel involved:
   a. Subject 1
      i. Name: [Redacted]
      ii. Ganci 5
      iii. ISN: 157717
      iv. Nationality: IZ
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: [Redacted]
      vii. Reason for Internment: Division Target
      viii. Security: NA

7. Narrative of Incident: An air MEDEVAC was requested for Subject 1 when he was determined to have heart failure. Subject 1 was stable when he was MEDEVACd to the 31st CSH.

8. Remarks:

9. Publicity: UNK

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SSG Nick Matash

12. Downgrading Instructions: None
Baghdad Correctional Facility

1. Category: 1

2. Type of Incident: Air MEDEVAC Detainee

3. DTG: 071554(L)FEBRUARY2004

4. Location: BCF

5. Weekend/Holiday: UNK

6. Personnel involved:
   a. Subject 1
      i. Name: I_.S. I_. GancI
      ii. Ganci 1
      iii. ISN: 157572
      iv. Nationality: IZ
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: UNK
      vii. Reason for Internment: Attack on CF, Impersonating IP
      viii. Security: NA

7. Narrative of Incident: Prisoner was MEDEVACd for chest pains/ possible syncope. Prisoner was MEDEVAC to the 31st Cash.

8. Remarks:

9. Publicity: UNK

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: S-3

12. Downgrading Instructions: None
Baghdad Correctional Facility

1. Category: 1

2. Type of Incident: Air MEDEVAC Detainee

3. DTG: 071125(L)FEBRUARY2004

4. Location: BCF

5. Weekend/Holiday: UNK

6. Personnel involved:
   
a. Subject 1
   
   i. Name: UNK
   ii.
   iii. ISN: UNK
   iv. Nationality: IZ
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: UNK
   vii. Reason for Internment: UNK
   viii. Security: NA

7. Narrative of Incident: Prisoner was Medevac for a possible broken hip. Prisoner was not inprocessed yet. The prisoner was getting off the truck at the Holding Area and fell off. Prisoner was Medevac to the 31st Cash and an MP escort was required.

8. Remarks: MP escort was sent by the 320th MP CO name of soldier is SPC Franklin Wade.

9. Publicity: UNK

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SGT Warner Lauren

12. Downgrading Instructions: None
SIR

1. N/A
2. Type of incident: Prisoner Escape
3. DTG: 071330LNOV03
4. Abu Ghraib Prison, Northeast area of BCF
5. None
6. Personnel involved
   a. Subjects
      I. N/A
      II. ISN: 14239
      III. Iraqi
      IV. Male
      V. Age: Unk
      VI. Position: Civilian Internee, Ganci, Comp 2
      VII. Security: N/A
      VIII. 320th MP BN
7. 13 Prisoners were on a work detail guarded by 4 MP's from the 229th MP CO. NCOIC left area for transportation leaving 3 MP's. While handing out MRE's, MP's realized one prisoner was missing. Latest information from MP's is prisoner left for latrine unnoticed.

   Currently: Perimeter secured, no vehicles in/out of ECP's. Area where escape occurred swept by approximately 100 soldiers, all living areas secured and swept. Possible I.D. of escapee north of facility is currently being monitored. 4 QRF teams are sweeping area identified.
8. Publicity: none
9. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
10. POC: SSG Brian Hydro
11. Downgrading instructions: none

SSG Brian Hydro
320th MP BN
S3, ASST. NCOIC
DSN: 559-1738/69

DRV FM: 123-2
Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1

Classification: SECRET/X1
Baghdad Correctional Facility

1. Category: NA
2. Type of Incident: Prisoner Death
3. DTG: 081554(L)JANUARY2004
4. Location: Baghdad Correctional Facility
5. Weekend/Holiday: Unknown
6. Personnel involved:
   a. Subject 1
      i. Name: [Redacted]
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. ISN: 154111
      iv. Nationality: Iraqi
      v. Sex: Male
      vi. DOB: [Redacted]
      vii. Position: Security Detainee
      viii. Compound: Camp Ganci, Compound 3
      iv. Crime Accused: Plans IED attacks

7. Narrative of Incident: Prisoner was brought to the compound gate unconscious. Medics were dispatched to the compound. The prisoner was reported as deceased. Cause of death is speculated as being cardiac arrest.

8. Remarks: Prisoner will be taken to Mortuary Affairs on BIAP on 09JAN04

9. Publicity: Unknown

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SSG Nick Matsh

12. Downgrading Instructions:
Baghdad Correctional Facility

1. Category:

2. Type of Incident: Prisoner MEDEVAC

3. DTG: 081335(L)JANUARY2004

4. Location: Baghdad Correctional Facility

5. Weekend/Holiday: None

6. Personnel involved:
   a. Subject 1
      i. Name:
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. ISN: 116553
      iv. Nationality: Iraqi
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB:
      vii. Facility
      viii. Security:
      iv. Crime Accused:

7. Narrative of Incident: Prisoner was air MEDEVAC for cirrhosis of liver to 28th CASH.

8. Remarks: per: SFC Straub

9. Publicity: UNK

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SSG Brian Hydro

12. Downgrading Instructions:
SIR

1. N/A
2. Type of incident: I.E.D. attack on convoy
3. DTG: 080815LNOV03
4. MSR Sword, MB235876
5. None
6. Personnel involved
   I. U.S. PERSONNEL (8) soldiers: (1) Hearing loss. Soldier is RTD.
   II. PRISONERS (1) DEAD (ISN 15684), (6) WOUNDED
   III. VEHICLES (2) M1114, (1) M35A: Minor vehicle damage to Drivers side of M35A.
7. Convoy control # 054 SP from BCF at 0800L. Convoy contacted 320TH BN TOC at 0815L reporting I.E.D. prior to reaching rally point at Camp Pain. Convoy was en route to Rusafa. (3) Prisoner ISN# 15578 (Shoulder and face shrapnel), and #19080 (chest and butt shrapnel) #18197 (shrapnel to his back) AIR Medevac to the 28th Cash from Camp Pain. (3) Prisoner with chest, butt, back, face and head injuries being brought back to this location. (1) US Soldier SGT Cook (447th MP CO) hearing loss. Hearing has returned slightly.
8. M
9. Publicity: none
10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
11. POC: SSG Brian Hydro
12. Downgrading instructions: none

SSG Brian Hydro
320th MP BN
S3, ASST. NCOIC
DSN: 559-1738/69

DRV FM: 123-2
Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1

Classification: SECRET//X1
Baghdad Correctional Facility –

1. Category: NA

2. Type of Incident: Prisoner Air Medevac COMPOUND 5

3. DTG: 091032LDEC03

4. Location: Baghdad Correctional Facility

5. None

6. Personnel involved:
   a. Subject 1
      i. Name:
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. ISN: 150017
      iv. Nationality: IRAQI
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: UNK
      vii. Position: NA
      viii. Security: NA

7. Prisoner was Medevac to the 28th Cash for a Heart Attack. Meds that were given to the
  Prisoner were 15MG of ATENLOL, 325MG ASPERIN, 7.5 NITRO GLISERIN OINTMENT, 2.5 CC
  LYTOCANE. Prisoner was from Ganci 5. Special Equipment that was needed by the Medevac
  was O2.
  Medevac Request: 1032(L)
  Medevac Landed: 1056(L)
  Medevac Liftoff: 1100(L)

8. Remarks:

9. Publicity: NONE

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SGT Warner Lauren
Baghdad Correctional Facility

1. Category: 1

2. Type of Incident: Air MEDEVAC Detainee

3. DTG: 101023(L)FEBRUARY2004

4. Location: BCF

5. Weekend/Holiday: UNK

6. Personnel involved:
   a. Subject 1
      i. Name: UNK
      ii. ISN: 157818 Ganci-2
      iii. Nationality: IZ
      iv. Sex: M
      v. DOB: UNK
      vi. Reason for Internment: UNK
      vii. Security: NA

7. Narrative of Incident: Prisoner was Medevac for Abdominal Pain. As Per LTC Yeropolli who is the BN Surgeon.

8. Remarks: Prisoner was sent to the 31st Cash in Baghdad.

9. Publicity: UNK

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SGT Warner Lauren

12. Downgrading Instructions: None
Baghdad Correctional Facility

1. Category: 1

2. Type of Incident: Air MEDEVAC Detainee

3. DTG: 101222(L)FEBRUARY2004

4. Location: BCF

5. Weekend/Holiday: UNK

6. Personnel involved:
   a. Subject 1
      i. Name: UNK
      ii. ISN: 115428 Ganci-3
      iii. Nationality: IZ
      iv. Sex: M
      v. DOB: UNK
      vi. Reason for Internment: UNK
      vii. Security: NA

7. Narrative of Incident: Prisoner was Medevac for Chest Pain's. Prisoner has had Heart problems in the past. Medevac requested by the BN Surgeon LTC Yeropolli.

8. Remarks: Prisoner was sent to the 31st Cash in Baghdad.

9. Publicity: UNK

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SGT Warner Lauren

12. Downgrading Instructions: None
Baghdad Correctional Facility –

1. Category: NA
2. Type of Incident: IED Attack
3. DTG: 111300LNOV03
4. Location: MB4243991071
5. None
6. Personnel involved:

7. Narrative of Incident: Two teams of MP’s from the 372nd MP Co. were escorting one M35 truck loaded with 16 prisoners from the Rusafa Court. Just as they started their mission to return to BCF, an IED exploded between the M35 truck and the trail escort vehicle. A large cloud of smoke covered the area. The MP’s did a quick check on US personnel, and left the area for 28th CSH. When they rallied at 28th CSH the medics treated those personnel who were injured. One U.S. soldier had slight hearing loss. As of this writing, the extent of injuries to prisoners is not yet known.

8. Remarks:
9. Publicity: NONE
10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
11. POC: MSG Michael P. Toomey
Baghdad Correctional Facility –

1. Category: NA

2. Type of Incident: IED Attack, Unaccounted for Prisoners

3. DTG: 111300LNOV03

4. Location: MB4243991071

5. None

6. Personnel involved:
   a. Subject 1
      i. Name: [Redacted]
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. ISN: 18173
      iv. Nationality: IRAQI
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: UNK
      vii. Position: NA
      viii. Security: NA
     iv. Crime Accused: Theft

   B. Subject 2
      i. Name: [Redacted]
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. ISN: 18169
      iv. Nationality: IRAQI
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: UNK
      vii. Position: NA
      viii. Security: NA
     iv. Crime Accused: Carjacking

7. Narrative of Incident: Two teams of MP’s from the 372nd MP Co. were escorting one M35 truck loaded with 16 prisoners from the Rusafa Court. Just as they started their mission to return to BCF, an IED exploded between the M35 truck and the trail escort vehicle. A large cloud of smoke covered the area. The MP’s did a quick check on US personnel, and left the area for 28th CSH. When they rallied at 28th CSH the medics treated those personnel who were injured. One U.S. soldier had slight hearing loss. As of this writing, the extent of injuries to prisoners is not yet known.

Two prisoners are missing from the 28th CASH. Subject 1 and 2 were delivered to the CASH following the explosion and are unaccounted for.

8. Remarks:

9. Publicity: NONE

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: MSG Michael P. Toomey
1. NA

2. Type of incident: CRIMINAL AIR MEDEVAC (POSSIBLE HEART ATTACK)

3. 111950ZSEP03

4. Abu Ghraib Prison, Camp GANCI, COMP 2

5. None

6. Personnel involved: ISN # 14108, O: , A:

7. ONE criminal was Air Medevac due to possible heart attack.


9. Publicity: None

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SSG Brian G. Hydro

12. Downgrading Instructions: None

SSG Brian G. Hydro
320th MP BN
S3, NCOIC
DSN: 559-1763

DRV FM: 123-2
   Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1

Classification: SECRET//X1
1. NA
2. Type of incident: DETAINEE AIR MEDEVAC (Acute Appendicitis)
3. 121015LSEP03
4. Abu Ghraib Prison, Camp GANCI, Abu Ghraib Hardsite
5. None
6. Personnel involved: ISN # 150339 OMAR MASHAN NAIF
7. ONE Detainee was Air Medevac due to Acute Appendicitis. Escorting Detainee is SPC BROADWORTH with the 72nd MP CO
8. Remarks: 1225L called for Medevac, 1233L Medevac landed, 1242L Medevac departed for 28 CASH
9. Publicity: None
10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
11. POC: SFC WHITE
12. Downgrading Instructions: None

Sfc Larry White
320th MP BN
S3, NCOIC
DSN: 559-1763

DRV FM: 123-2
Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1
Classification: SECRET//X1
Baghdad Correctional Facility – SIR

1. Category: NA

2. Type of Incident: Negligent Discharge Resulting in MP Injury

3. DTG: 131145(L)DECEMBER2003

4. Location: BCF, Camp Ganci, Compound 2

5. Weekend/Holiday: None

6. Personnel involved:
   a. Subject 1
      i. Name: Christopher Wilson
      ii. Rank: SSG
      iii. SSN: [redacted]
      iv. Nationality: US
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: [redacted]
      vii. Position: MP
      viii. Security: Secret
      iv. Unit: 229th MP CO

7. Narrative of Incident:

SSG Christopher Wilson the compound tower NCOIC picked up a 12 gauge Winchester shotgun at tower 3 and put the shotgun on the passenger's side of his vehicle. SSG Wilson then drove to tower 2 and while reaching over to secure the shotgun a round was discharged. He grabbed the shotgun on the top barrel and a crowd control round discharged in the palm of his right hand. The non-lethal round struck the webbing of his hand between his right pointer finger and right thumb.

A laceration occurred on the webbing of his right hand in between his pointer finger and thumb. SSG Wilson was taken to the Camp Ganci TMC where he received first aid. Bandaging was wrapped on his right hand and a sling was placed on his right arm. He was then brought to the 320th MP BN ALOC for transportation to MEK for further treatment and sutures.

No other soldiers were in the vehicle when the round was fired. The crowd control casing was recovered and photos were taken of the interior of vehicle 21. The 12 gauge shotgun is being checked for malfunctions and is being held by the 229th MP Co.

8. Remarks:

9. Publicity: Unknown

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SSG Nick Matash

12. Downgrading Instructions: None
1. Type of incident: Prisoner Escape
2. 141335LJAN2004
3. Abu Ghurayb Prison, Hard Site
4. None
5. Personnel involved: Prisoner ISN # 12436 and Iraqi Police # 515
6. 320th MP BN TOC notified of missing prisoner at 1335 hrs. Immediately Hard Site was locked down, swept and headcount of prisoners started. ECP (E), (W) closed, all LSA’s secured, and all perimeter towers notified of situation. Additional personnel called to respond to search with K9 teams. Orange jumpsuit was found near tiers 5, 6 and 7 in a porta-john. A footprint was found on top of wall at NE corner of facility next to yellow tower (recently installed). Footprint appeared fresh and is assumed to be from escapee. 372nd notified TOC of missing Iraqi Police from Hard Site at approximately 1415 hrs.
8. Further information gathered from 372nd CP showed missing IP and Prisoner were friends and that IP signed missing prisoner out for work detail in tiers 5, 6 and 7 of Hard Site at 1150 hrs.
9. Publicity: None
10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
11. POC: SSG Brian G. Hydro
12. Downgrading Instructions: None

SSG Brian G. Hydro
320th MP BN
S3, NCOIC
DSN: 559-1763

DRV FM: 123-2
Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1

Classification: SECRET//X1
1. NA
2. Type of incident: Prisoner Escape
3. 141335LJAN2004
4. Abu Ghurayb Prison, Hard Site
5. None
6. Personnel involved: Prisoner ISN # 12436 and Iraqi Corrections Officer, M # 515
7. 320th MP BN TOC notified of missing prisoner at 1335 hrs. Immediately Hard Site was locked down, swept and headcount of prisoners started. ECP (E), (W) closed, all LSA's secured, and all perimeter towers notified of situation. Additional personnel called to respond to search with K9 teams. Orange jumpsuit was found near tiers 5, 6 and 7 in a porta-john. A footprint was found on top of wall at NE corner of facility next to yellow tower (recently installed). Footprint appeared fresh and is assumed to be from escapee. 372nd notified TOC of missing Iraqi Corrections Officer from Hard Site at approximately 1415 hrs.

8. Further information gathered from 372nd CP showed missing Corrections Officer and Prisoner were friends and that Corrections Officer signed missing prisoner out for work detail to clean tiers 5, 6 and 7 of Hard Site at 1150 hrs. Neither individuals have been located at time of report.

9. Publicity: None
10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
11. POC: SSG Brian G. Hydro
12. Downgrading Instructions: None

**PERSONAL DATA REPORT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GENERAL INFORMATION</th>
<th>PHOTOGRAPH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dossier: {4F36AA1C-FC00-4B63-A174-8652702B93D1}</td>
<td>![Photo]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Name:</td>
<td>![Photo]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMD Category:</td>
<td>![Photo]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational Status:</td>
<td>![Photo]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupation:</td>
<td>![Photo]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National ID #: 12436</td>
<td>![Photo]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender: MALE</td>
<td>![Photo]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THEFT; SENTENCED TO 3 YEARS.
**Race:**

**Hair Color:**

**Eye Color:**

**Build:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height (in):</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Max.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight (lb):</td>
<td>Min.</td>
<td>Max.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PERSONAL DATA**

**ALIASES:**

First Name | Middle Name | Last Name | Nickname

**PASSPORT INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Religion</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Issue Date</th>
<th>Expiration Date</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Authority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nationality</td>
<td>1Z-IRAQ</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>1Z-IRAQ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LANGUAGE(S):**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language Name</th>
<th>Language Proficiency</th>
<th>Is Native Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**MILITARY SERVICE HISTORY**

**Compound:** PRISON-3

**PHONE NUMBERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accused Crime</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Ictl</th>
<th>Area Code</th>
<th>Phone #:</th>
<th>Ext.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THEFT, SENTENCED TO 3 YEARS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VEHICLE INFORMATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DNA Sample?</th>
<th>RELATIVES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Had Money?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transfer Date:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Release Date:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Death Cert #:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSG Brian G. Hydro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>320th MP BN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3, NCOIC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSN: 559-1763</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DRV FM:** 123-2  
**Dated:** 24 Feb 98  
**DECL ON:** X1  
**Classification:** SECRET/X1
SIR

1. N/A
2. Type of incident:
3. DTG: 202300LAUG03
4. Abu Graib Prison, Camp Vigilant, Comp A
5. None
6. Personnel involved
   a. Subject 1
      I. E
      II. N/A
      III. ISN: 150186
      IV. Iraqi
      V. Male
      VI. Age: Unk
      VII. Position: Civilian Internee
      VIII. Security: N/A
      IX. 320th MP BN
7. At 2240, through direction of other detainees, the prisoner was identified by SGT Bitler. Prisoner was gasping for air, but was breathing and had pulse. SGT Bitler requested medic at 2244 and had prisoner carried to Med. station in compound. Medic: 1LT Axtman worked on prisoner for approximately 15 min. when subject was pronounced dead at 2300 from heart attack.
8. Remarks: Prisoner had at Camp Vigilant (ISN: 150188, ISN:150184) that were permitted to view prior to removal from Camp Vigilant after request.
9. Publicity: none
10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
11. POC: SSG Brian G. Hydro (302 559 1738)
12. Downgrading instructions: none

SSG Brian G. Hydro
320th MP BN
S3, NCOIC
DSN: 559-1763

DRV FM: 123-2
Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1

Classification: SECRET//X1
Classification: SECRET//X1

1. NA

2. Type of incident: **DETAINEE AIR MEDEVAC (Acute Appendicitis)**

3. 141225LSEP03

4. Abu Ghraib Prison, Camp GANCI, Abu Ghraib Hardsite

5. None

6. Personnel involved: ISN # 150339

7. ONE Detainee was Air Medevac due to Acute Appendicitis. Escorting Detainee is SPC BROADWORTH with the 72nd MP CO

8. Remarks: 1225L called for Medevac, 1233L Medevac landed, 1242L Medevac departed for 28 CASH

9. Publicity: None

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SFC WHITE

12. Downgrading Instructions: None

Sfc Larry White
320th MP BN
S3, NCOIC
DSN: 559-1763

DRV FM: 123-2
Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1

Classification: SECRET//X1
1. NA
2. Type of incident: US SOLDIER Ground MEDEVAC (possible torn ACL)
3. 150800LOCT03
4. Baghdad Central Correction Facility, BN Aide Station
5. None
6. Personnel involved: SSN# [REDACTED] SGT James MacDonald
7. ONE US soldier was Ground Medevac due to a possible torn ACL.
8. Remarks: 0800L BN Aide Station called for Ground Medevac, 0802L Called 372nd for Escorts for Medevac, 0805L Requested Ambulance from 109th med, the OIC denied the Request stating that they follow the forward Doctrine and that we need to call an ambulance company. 0810L 372nd escorts arrive; at TOC they were then taken to the Aide station where at 0815 they linked up with a 447th M998, which was used to transport the Soldier to the 28th CASH. After loading the Soldier the Ground Medevac left at 0832.
9. Publicity: None
10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
11. POC: SFC WHITE
12. Downgrading Instructions: None

SFC LARRY WHITE
320th MP BN
S3, NCOIC
DSN: 559-1738

DRF FM: 123-2
Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1

Classification: SECRET//X1
1. NA
2. Type of incident: Mortar Attack
3. 162207AUG03
4. Abu Ghraib Prison, Camp Vigilant and Camp Ganci
5. None
6. Personnel involved:

Effects of Mortar Round at Camp Ganci:

31 Prisoners Medevac:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14043</td>
<td>13863</td>
<td>14361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13927</td>
<td>12865</td>
<td>14334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13928</td>
<td>14408</td>
<td>14341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13530</td>
<td>14358</td>
<td>13520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14226</td>
<td>14368</td>
<td>13836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13519</td>
<td>14336</td>
<td>14410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13526</td>
<td>14340</td>
<td>13977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14339</td>
<td>13967</td>
<td>14333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14420</td>
<td>14411</td>
<td>1 Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14417</td>
<td>13704</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13529</td>
<td>12522</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

19 Prisoners Injured, remained in camp:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14406</td>
<td>14386</td>
<td>13672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14316</td>
<td>14244</td>
<td>14419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13521</td>
<td>13887</td>
<td>13692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14344</td>
<td>13397</td>
<td>14407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14376</td>
<td>14140</td>
<td>14421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14010</td>
<td>13764</td>
<td>14005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Unknown</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

03 Deceased Prisoners:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14332</td>
<td>14343</td>
<td>1 Unknown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Effects of Mortar Round at Camp Vigilant:

12 Prisoners Medevac:
At approximately 1907Z there were 3 mortar detonations in the vicinity of Compound B in Holding Area Vigilant and in Compound 2 of Internment Facility Ganci at Abu Ghurayb Prison. At present there are 43 Prisoners Medevac, 19 Prisoners injured (remaining in camp), and 3 Prisoners deceased. There were no U.S. Personnel injuries reported, no other known causalities at this time. Further details to follow as they become available.

The mortar launch site was engaged by U.S. personnel during the attack. We are currently investigating the site and will report any findings.

8. Remarks: None

9. Publicity: None

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SSG Brian G. Hydro

12. Downgrading Instructions: None

SSG Brian G. Hydro
320th MP BN
S3, NCOIC
DSN: 559-1763

DRV FM: 123-2
Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1

Classification: SECRET//X1
Baghdad Correctional Facility –

1. Category: NA

2. Type of Incident: Prisoner Air Medevac (Processing)

3. DTG: 161410LDEC03

4. Location: Baghdad Correctional Facility

5. None

6. Personnel involved:
   a. Subject 1
      i. Name: 
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. ISN: RA 1
      iv. Nationality: IRAQI
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: UNK
      vii. Position: NA
      viii. Security: NA

7. Prisoner was Medevac to the 28th Cash for chest pains. Prisoner was not inprocessed was in the holding area. Prisoner was a litter patient no MP escort required.
   Medevac Request: 1410(L)
   Medevac Landed: 1428(L)
   Medevac Liftoff: 1431(L)

8. Remarks:

9. Publicity: NONE

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SGT Warner Lauren
Baghdad Correctional Facility

1. Category: NA
2. Type of Incident: Prisoner Death
3. DTG: 160530Jan2004
4. Location: Baghdad Correctional Facility
5. Weekend/Holiday: Unknown
6. Personnel involved:
   a. Subject 1
      i. Name: B__-
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. ISN: 9550
      iv. Nationality: Iraqi
      v. Sex: Male
      vi. DOB: 
      vii. Position: Criminal
      viii. Compound: Hard Site 2A-122
      iv. Crime Accused: Grenade Attack

7. Narrative of Incident: Prisoner collapsed during Morning Prayer. Prisoner# 8827 contacted ICO's who brought him down the hallway not breathing. Prisoner was taken to Hard Site clinic where he was worked on by Doctor Mazin Munthir A. Prisoner was pronounced dead at 0546hrs. Unknown cause of Death.

8. Remarks: Prisoner will be taken to Mortuary Affairs on BIAP on 16 Jan 2004
9. Publicity: Unknown
10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
11. POC: SGT Warner Lauren
12. Downgrading Instructions:
Baghdad Correctional Facility –

1. Category: NA

2. Type of Incident: Prisoner Air Medevac

3. DTG: 161040NOV03

4. Location: Baghdad Correctional Facility

5. None

6. Personnel involved:
   a. Subject 1
      i. Name:
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. ISN: 152323
      iv. Nationality: IRAQI
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: UNK
      vii. Position: NA
      viii. Security: NA

7. Prisoner was Medevaced for a Heart Condition. Medevac Requested by SFC Straub. Special Equipment needed for this Patient was Oxygen. Prisoner was Medevaced to the 28th Cash downtown Baghdad.
   Medevac Request: 1349(L)
   Medevac Landed: 1356(L)
   Medevac Liftoff: 1359(L)

8. Remarks:

9. Publicity: NONE

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SGT Warner Lauren
Baghdad Correctional Facility – SIR

1. Category: NA

2. Type of Incident: DISTURBANCE IN GANCI, ATTACK ON MP

3. DTG: 171459(L)DEC2003

4. Location: BAGHDAD CORRECTIONAL FACILITY

5. Weekend/Holiday: None

6. Personnel involved:

   a. Subject 1
      i. Name: [redacted]
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. ISN: 151377
      iv. Nationality: IRAQI
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: [redacted]
      vii. Position: NA
      viii. Security: NA

   B. Subject 2
      i. Name: [redacted]
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. ISN: 151378
      iv. Nationality: IRAQI
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: [redacted]
      vii. Position: NA
      viii. Security: NA

   C. Subject 3
      i. Name: [redacted]
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. ISN: 151624
      iv. Nationality: IRAQI
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: UNK
      vii. Position: NA
      viii. Security: NA
      iv. Crime Accused: UNK

   D. Subject 4
      i. Name: MCCLURE T. FLOOK
      ii. Rank: SPC
      iii. SSN: [redacted]
      iv. Nationality: US
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: [redacted]
      vii. Position: MP
      viii. Security: SECRET
E. Subject 5
i. Name: ZACHARY S. BITLER
ii. Rank: SGT
iii. ISN: [REDACTED]
iv. Nationality: US
v. Sex: M
vi. DOB: [REDACTED]
vii. Position: MP
viii. Security: SECRET

7. Narrative of Incident: During prisoner feeding, subject one became disruptive requiring MP to physically subdue him. While taking down the prisoner, the other two subjects lunged at MP. One round of non-lethal was deployed. Subjects two and three were quickly subdued without injury to MP.

All three prisoners are segregated in isolation.

8. Remarks:

9. Publicity: UNK

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SSG Matash

12. Downgrading Instructions:
1. NA

2. Type of incident: **DETAINEE AIR MEDEVAC** (Heart attack)

3. 171350LSEP03

4. Abu Ghraib Prison, Processing Line

5. None

6. Personnel involved: ISN # 14924 HUKMAT ABID KHUDAIR SHAWAS

7. ONE Detainee was Air Medevac due to heart attack. The detainee just came from Camp Cropper and was about to be in processed when he fell out of the chair. Escorting the Detainee is SPC BRALEY with the 447TH MP CO

8. Remarks: 13501225L called for Medevac, 1403L Medevac landed, and 1408L Medevac departed for 28 CASH

9. Publicity: None

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SSG HYDRO
12. Downgrading Instructions: None

**SSG BRIAN HYDRO**
320th MP BN
S3, NCOIC
DSN: 559-1738

DRV FM: 123-2
Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1

Classification: SECRET/X1
Baghdad Correctional Facility –

1. Category:
2. Type of Incident: AMBUSH
3. DTG: 180618ZDEC03
4. Location: MB240758
5. Weekend/Holiday:
6. Personnel involved: 165th MI BN
   3 Soldiers injured. (1) glass in face, (1) shrapnel grazed forearm, (1) bullet/shrapnel shoulder wound.
7. Narrative of Incident: Convoy was attacked traveling east on MSR Tampa at MB240758 by small arms fire and RPG’s. (3) soldiers injured and (1) 5 ton disabled. Convoy continued to BIAP to seek medical aid for soldiers (5 ton remained). At 0704Z 165th MI LRS and 82 ABD teams secured and cleared attack site. 5 ton had RPG unexploded in side of door. EOD was contacted and cleared vehicle of munition. 5 ton was picked up by wrecker returned to BCF. 165th MI reported no complications with injuries at time of report. Original number of vehicles and soldiers from convoy unk. Otherwise, all present and accounted for.
8. Remarks: 165th MI to submit SIR/SPOTREP through their channels.
9. Publicity:
10. Command Reporting:
11. POC:
12. Downgrading Instructions:
SIR

1. N/A
2. Type of incident: Prisoner Air Medevac
3. DTG: 180956Z OCT 03
4. Abu Ghraib Prison, Camp Vigilant
5. None
6. Personnel involved
   a. Subject 1
      I. N/A
      II. ISN: 151001
      III. Iraqi
      IV. Male
      V. Age: Unk
      VI. Position: Civilian Internee
      VII. Security: N/A
      VIII. 320th MP BN
7. Prisoner was identified by medics as oxygen saturation with difficulty breathing
8. Medics I.D. situation URGENT
9. Publicity: none
10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
11. POC: SSG Brian G. Hydro (302 559 1738)
12. Downgrading instructions: none

SSG Brian G. Hydro
320th MP BN
S3, NCOIC
DSN: 559-1763

DRV FM: 123-2
   Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1

Classification: SECRET//X1
SIR

1. N/A
2. Type of incident: Prisoner Air Medevac
3. DTG: 181037Z Oct 03
4. Abu Ghraib Prison, Hard Site
5. None
6. Personnel involved
   a. Subject 1
      i. N/A
      ii. ISN: 151593
      iii. Iraqi
      iv. Male
      vi. Age: Unk
      vii. Position: Civilian Internee
      viii. Security: N/A
      ix. 320th MP BN
7. Prisoner was identified by medics as anemic needing blood transfusion with stabilized bullet wound in leg.
8. Medics I.D. situation URGENT
9. Publicity: none
10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
11. POC: SSG Brian G. Hydro (302 559 1738)
12. Downgrading instructions: none

SSG Brian G. Hydro
320th MP BN
S3, NCOIC
DSN: 559-1763

DRV FM: 123-2
   Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1

Classification: SECRET//X1
Classification: SECRET//X1

1. NA
2. Type of incident: Medevac
3. 191645Laug03
4. Abu Ghraib Prison, Camp Vigilant
5. None
6. Personnel involved: ISN 150183 and ISN 150189
7. Two criminals(ISNs below) were Medevaced due to severe dehydration/heatstroke.
8. Remarks: 1557 called for Medevac, 1620 Medevac departed for 28 CASH, Dogwood
9. Publicity: None
10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
11. POC: SSG Brian G. Hydro
12. Downgrading Instructions: None

SSG Brian G. Hydro
320th MP BN
S3, NCOIC
DSN: 559-1763

DRV FM: 123-2
Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1
Classification: SECRET//X1
Baghdad Correctional Facility – SIR TEMPLATE

1. Category: None

2. Type of Incident: Air MEDEVAC for Military Working Dog

3. DTG: 191426(L)DECEMBER2003

4. Location: Baghdad Correctional Facility

5. Weekend/Holiday: UNK

6. Personnel involved:
   
   a. Subject 1
      
      i. Name: Dexter
      ii. Rank:
      iii. SSN:
      iv. Nationality:
      v. Sex:
      vi. DOB:
      vii. Position: MWD
      viii. Security:
      iv. Unit/Crime Accused:

7. Narrative of Incident:
   MWD Dexter, a US NAVY K-9, had a paw nail tore off while entering a vehicle. The injury severed a main artery, which resulted in excessive bleeding. Dexter was air MEDEVACd to BIAP, where a veterinarian provided medical care. Dexter returned to BCF, but will not return to duty for at least 4 days.

8. Remarks:

9. Publicity:

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SSG Nick Matash

12. Downgrading Instructions:
Classification: SECRET//X1

1. NA

2. Type of incident: **US SOLDIER AIR MEDEVAC (crushed finger)**

3. 191048LSEP03

4. Baghdad Central Correction Facility, Camp Vigilant

5. None

6. Personnel involved: SSN# blank Spc Geoff Burns with B Co 94th ENG

7. ONE US soldier was Air Medevac due to crushed finger. The finger was crushed and skin ripped off when he hit his hand with a hammer.

8. Remarks: 1048L called for Medevac, 1054L Medevac landed, and 1100L Medevac departed for 28 CASH

9. Publicity: None

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SFC WHITE

12. Downgrading Instructions: None

---

SFC LARRY WHITE  
320th MP BN  
S3, NCOIC  
DSN: 559-1738

DRV FM: 123-2  
Dated: 24 Feb 98  
DECL ON: X1

Classification: SECRET//X1
Classification: SECRET//X1

1. NA

2. Type of incident: Small arms attack.

3. 202154LAug03

4. Abu Ghurayb Prison southern perimeter

5. None

6. Personnel involved: unknown

7. A tower on the southern perimeter observed an unidentified enemy that shot approximately 15-30 rounds (possible 7.62mm) from the area of grid MB12808313. This enemy was engaged by two of our southern towers.

8. Remarks: There were no U.S. personnel/detained personnel casualties. Unknown if any enemy casualties.

9. Publicity: None

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SSG Brian G. Hydro

12. Downgrading Instructions: None

SSG Brian G. Hydro
320th MP BN
S3, NCOIC
DSN: 559-1763

DRV FM: 123-2
Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1

Classification: SECRET//X1
1. NA
2. Type of incident: Small arms attack.
3. 202154LAug03
4. Abu Ghurayb Prison southern perimeter
5. None
6. Personnel involved: unknown
7. A tower on the southern perimeter observed an unidentified enemy that shot approximately 15-30 rounds (possible 7.62mm) from the area of grid MB12808313. This enemy was engaged by two of our southern towers.
8. Remarks: There were no U.S. personnel/detained personnel casualties. Unknown if any enemy casualties.
9. Publicity: None
10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
11. POC: SSG Brian G. Hydro
12. Downgrading Instructions: None

SSG Brian G. Hydro
320th MP BN
S3, NCOIC
DSN: 559-1763

DRV FM: 123-2
Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1

Classification: SECRET//X1
SIR

1. N/A
2. Type of incident: Prisoner Air Medevac
3. DTG: 220341 ZOCT03
4. Abu Ghraib Prison, Camp Vigilant (Compound E)
5. None
6. Personnel involved
   a. Subject 1
      I. N/A
     II. ISN: 150533
     III. Iraqi
     IV. Male
     VI. Age: Unk
     VII. Position: Civilian Internee
     VIII. Security: N/A
     IX. 320th MP BN
7. Prisoner was identified by medics as having acute chest pains with A/V block. Request for MEDEVAC from medics: 0558 LOCAL, MEDEVAC Helo liftoff: 0641 LOCAL
8. Medics I.D. situation: PRIORITY
9. Publicity: none
10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
11. POC: SSG Brian G. Hydro (302 559 1738)
12. Downgrading instructions: none

SSG Brian G. Hydro
320th MP BN
S3, ASST. NCOIC
DSN: 559-1763

DRV FM: 123-2
Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1

Classification: SECRET//X1
Baghdad Correctional Facility –

1. Category: NA

2. Type of Incident: Prisoner Air Medevac

3. DTG: 231208LNOV03

4. Location: Baghdad Correctional Facility

5. None

6. Personnel involved:
   a. Subject 1
      i. Name: 
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. ISN: 151076
      iv. Nationality: IRAQI
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: UNK
      vii. Position: NA
      viii. Security: NA

7. Prisoner was Medevaced for DVT Deep Vein Thrombosis in Right Leg. Per LTC Akerson 109th Med Evacuated under precedence of Priority.
   Medevac Request: 1208(L)
   Medevac Landed: 1214(L)
   Medevac Liftoff: 1240(L)

8. Remarks:

9. Publicity: NONE

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SGT Warner Lauren
Baghdad Correctional Facility –

1. Category: NA

2. Type of Incident: Riot in Camp Ganci

3. DTG: 241320LNOV03

4. Location: Baghdad Correctional Facility

5. None

6. Personnel involved: Detainees in all Compounds in Camp Ganci.

7. Actions Taken: All units, IRF and QRF were notified. Off Duty soldiers were called to assist in the help to control the Compounds. Notified XO, Battalion Commander, and the BDE of the situation.

8. Remarks: Prisoners were throwing rocks at the MP’s at the gates and the MP’s in the towers. Soldiers were told to fire Non Lethal rounds. When soldiers ran out of Non Lethal rounds they were advised to fire Lethal rounds only if they did not have Non Lethal. Lethal advised to be used by Battalion XO Maj Sheridan.
   During the Riot Vigilant C, began getting out of control and required support to quell the uprising. Uprising was under control in approximately 5 to 10 minutes.

9. Publicity: NONE

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SGT Warner Lauren
Baghdad Correctional Facility SIR

1. Category: NA
2. Type of Incident: Internee/Detainee Disturbance
3. DTG: 241330LNOV03
4. Location: MB 132 839, Baghdad Correctional Facility
5. Weekend/Holiday: Ramadan
6. Personnel involved:
   a. Subject 1
      i. Name: M__H-  
      ii. Rank: NA  
      iii. SEQ #: 150216  
      iv. Nationality: Iraqi  
      v. Sex: M  
      vi. DOB: UNK  
      vii. Compound Assignment: Ganci 5  
      viii. Security: Security Internee  
      iv. Crime Accused: Suspected Fedayeen
   b. Subject 2
      i. Name: Z__S.  
      ii. Rank: NA  
      iii. SEQ #: 150894  
      iv. Nationality: Iraqi  
      v. Sex: M  
      vi. DOB:  
      vii. Compound Assignment: Ganci 6  
      viii. Security: Security Internee  
      iv. Crime Accused: Assault on Coalition Forces
   c. Subject 3
      i. Name: R__S.  
      ii. Rank: NA  
      iii. SEQ #: 153096  
      iv. Nationality: Iraqi  
      v. Sex: M  
      vi. DOB:  
      vii. Compound Assignment: Ganci 2  
      viii. Security: Security Internee  
      iv. Crime Accused: Harboring Anti-Coalition Forces
d. Subject 4
   i. Name: W
   ii. Rank: NA
   iii. SEQ #: 1503165
   iv. Nationality: Iraqi
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: 
   vii. Compound Assignment: Ganci 2
   viii. Security: Security Internee
   iv. Crime Accused: Illegal Weapons

e. Subject 5
   i. Name: A
   ii. Rank: NA
   iii. SEQ #: 153169
   iv. Nationality: Iraqi
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: 
   vii. Compound Assignment: Ganci 2
   viii. Security: Security Internee
   iv. Crime Accused: Informant

f. Subject 6
   i. Name: L
   ii. Rank: NA
   iii. SEQ #: 116361
   iv. Nationality: Iraqi
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: 
   vii. Compound Assignment: Ganci 3
   viii. Security: Security Internee
   iv. Crime Accused: Assault on Coalition Forces

h. Subject 7
   i. Name: H
   ii. Rank: Na
   iii. SEQ #: 153399
   iv. Nationality: Iraqi
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: 
   vii. Compound Assignment: Ganci 7
   viii. Security: Security Internee
   iv. Crime Accused: Illegal Possession of Weapons/Arms Dealer/Thief of Coalition property
Subject 8
i. Name: R[redacted]
ii. Rank: NA
iii. SEQ #: 20257
iv. Nationality: Iraqi
v. Sex: M
vi. DOB: [redacted]
 vii. Compound Assignment: Ganci 1
viii. Security: Criminal Detainee
iv. Crime Accused: Theft

Subject 9
i. Name: [redacted]
ii. Rank: NA
iii. SEQ #: 150348
iv. Nationality: Iraqi
v. Sex: M
vi. DOB: [redacted]
 vii. Compound Assignment: Ganci 5
viii. Security: Security Internee
iv. Crime Accused: Terrorist Raid

Subject 10
i. Name: D[redacted]
ii. Rank: NA
iii. SEQ #: 152616
iv. Nationality: Iraqi
v. Sex: M
vi. DOB: [redacted]
 vii. Compound Assignment: Ganci 4
viii. Security: Security Internee
iv. Crime Accused: Weapons Possession

Subject 11
i. Name: [redacted]
ii. Rank: NA
iii. SEQ #: 116146
iv. Nationality: Iraqi
v. Sex: M
vi. DOB: [redacted]
 vii. Compound Assignment: Ganci 3
viii. Security: Security Internee
iv. Crime Accused: Involved in 8/21/03 Riot at Camp Bucca

Subject 12
i. Name: [redacted]
ii. Rank: NA
iii. SEQ #: 152156
iv. Nationality: Iraqi
v. Sex: M
vi. DOB: 

vii. Compound Assignment: Ganci 8
viii. Security: Security Internee
iv. Crime Accused: Suspicion of Terrorism

n. Subject 13
   i. Name: Charles G. Zchunke
   ii. Rank: SFC
   iii. SSN: 
   iv. Nationality: US
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: 
   vii. Position: MP
   viii. Security: Secret
   iv. Unit: 320th MP BN

o. Subject 14
   i. Name: John T. Pitts
   ii. Rank: SPC
   iii. SSN: 
   iv. Nationality: US
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: 
   vii. Position: MP
   viii. Security: Secret
   iv. Unit: 320th MP CO

p. Subject 15
   i. Name: Alonzo T. Chandler
   ii. Rank: SPC
   iii. SSN: 
   iv. Nationality: US
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: UNK
   vii. Position: MP
   viii. Security: Secret
   iv. Unit: 229th MP CO

q. Subject 16
   i. Name: David E. Littlejohn
   ii. Rank: SGT
   iii. SSN: 
   iv. Nationality: US
v. Sex: M
vi. DOB: UNK
vii. Position: MP
viii. Security: Secret
iv. Unit: 229th MP CO

r. Subject 17
   i. Name: Kathleen M. Commerford
   ii. Rank: PFC
   iii. SSN: [redacted]
   iv. Nationality: US
   v. Sex: F
   vi. DOB: UNK
   vii. Position: MP
   viii. Security: Secret
   iv. Unit: 229th MP CO

s. Subject 18
   i. Name: Lisa M. Eheridge
   ii. Rank: SGT
   iii. SSN: [redacted]
   iv. Nationality: US
   v. Sex: F
   vi. DOB: UNK
   vii. Position: MP
   viii. Security: Secret
   iv. Unit: 229th MP CO

t. Subject 19
   i. Name: Matthew A. Spears
   ii. Rank: SGT
   iii. SSN: [redacted]
   iv. Nationality: US
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: UNK
   vii. Position: MP
   viii. Security: Secret
   iv. Unit: 229th MP CO

u. Subject 20
   i. Name: Wade E. Perkiss
   ii. Rank: SPC
   iii. SSN: [redacted]
   iv. Nationality: US
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: UNK
v. Subject 21
   i. Name: Adrian Vrolyks
   ii. Rank: SGT
   iii. SSN: [Masked]
   iv. Nationality: US
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: [Masked]
   vii. Position: MP
   viii. Security: Secret
   iv. Unit: 229th MP CO

x. Subject 22
   i. Name: Robert Johnson
   ii. Rank: MSG
   iii. SSN: [Masked]
   iv. Nationality: US
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: [Masked]
   vii. Position: MP
   viii. Security: Secret
   iv. Unit: 320th MP BN

7. Narrative of Incident:

On 24 November 2003 at approximately 1320, Camp Ganci reported that detainees were engaging in rock throwing to the 320th MP BN TOC. Detainees in Compound 4 initiated a demonstration that led to rock throwing. Compound 4 NCOIC SFC Charles Zchunke responded to the area of the demonstration where he observed prisoners picking up rocks and pushing against the exterior concertina wire.

SFC Zchunke gave repeated verbal commands for the detainees to stop throwing rocks and move back from the wire. The detainees refused. Concerned for his safety and concerned for a potential break in the wire, SFC Zchunke fired two 12 gauge less-than-lethal crowd dispersal rounds at the primary instigators and continued to issue verbal commands. The detainees retreated from the wire and secured additional rocks and debris.

The detainees then focused their aggression on SFC Zchunke and began pelting him with the rocks, chunks of masonry and other debris. He was struck several times to include the groin and was forced to pull back to the compound control
team tent. The detainees started throwing rocks at the guard tower between Compounds 4 and 6. The rocks were landing and striking detainees in Compound 6.

The Compound 6 detainees returned the rocks to Compound 4 inciting an intense rock fight that left the guards in tower 4/6 vulnerable. While the above events were taking place the IRF was dispatched to Camp Ganci Compound 4 at approximately 1322. Additionally, the 372nd MP CO, the 670th MP CO and the HHC, 320th MP BN were dispatched to the compounds.

LTC Jerry Phillabaum ordered the execution of “Golden Spike,” an emergency containment plan designed to regain control of the compounds. The plan was executed IAW SOP. While the IRF, QRF and above supporting units were responding to Camp Ganci, the compound and tower guards expended the remaining less-than-lethal ammunition. Personnel were cross-leveled and re-supply of the less-than-lethal ammunition occurred simultaneously.

At this time, all eight (8) Camp Ganci Compounds were actively engaged in violent and aggressive behavior toward U.S. Forces. An assessment of the situation conducted by the Sergeant’s Major Marc Emerson concluded that a mass break was imminent and that U.S. Forces were in grave danger due to the ineffectiveness and depletion of the less-than-lethal ammunition.

LTC Phillabaum concluded the next step in the force continuum, deadly force, was the only reasonable means available to restore order and protect U.S. Forces and to maintain the integrity of the Baghdad Correctional Facility (BCF). At 1345 authorization for lethal force was granted and the order was disseminated to each of the compounds via the 320th MP BN TOC.

At approximately 1345, deadly force was applied at Compound 4. The most immediate threat was identified and engaged with several aimed shots resulting in the death of one detainee and multiple wounded. Compound 7 was the next to apply deadly force, which resulted in the death of one detainee, and no other injuries were reported. Compounds 1 and 3 followed with the use of deadly force resulting in the death of two more detainees. Compounds 1-4 and 7-8 reported a reduced level of activity while Compounds 3-4 and 7 requested medics.

320th MP BN medics and B/109th MED DET responded to the compounds and triaged the wounded and pronounced three dead. Eight additional detainees, three critical, were airlifted via MEDEVAC to the 28th CSH. The 28th CSH later notified the BN TOC that one of the wounded detainees was DOA. The following is the list of prisoner injuries:

a. Subject 1
   i. ISN: 150216
   ii. Injuries: Gunshot wound to the Groin (MEDEVAC)
b. Subject 2
   i. ISN: 150894
   ii. Injuries: Gunshot wound to the Leg (MEDEVAC)

c. Subject 3
   i. ISN: 153096
   ii. Injuries: Gunshot wound to the Chest (MEDEVAC)

d. Subject 4
   i. ISN: 153165
   ii. Injuries: Gunshot wound to the Leg (MEDEVAC)

e. Subject 5
   i. ISN: 153169
   ii. Injuries: Gunshot wound to the Abdomen (MEDEVAC)

f. Subject 6
   i. ISN: 116361
   ii. Injuries: Gunshot wound to the chest (MEDEVAC)

h. Subject 7
   i. ISN: 153399
   ii. Injuries: Gunshot wound to Face and Skull (Deceased)

i. Subject 8
   i. ISN: 20257
   ii. Injuries: Gunshot wound to Chest (Deceased)

j. Subject 9
   i. ISN: 150348
   ii. Injuries: Gunshot wound to abdomen (Deceased)

k. Subject 10
   i. ISN: 152616
   ii. Injuries: Gunshot wound to Back (MEDEVAC, DOA at 28th Cash)

l. Subject 11
   i. ISN: 116146
   ii. Injuries: Unknown

m. Subject 12
   i. ISN: 152156
   ii. Injuries: Gunshot wound to hand (Treated On-site)

Injuries to US soldiers were as follows:

SFC ZCHUNKE, CHARLES, G., injure to groin from projectile, medical care on site.

SPC PITTS, JOHN T., laceration above right eye from projectile, medical care on site.

SPC CHANDLER, ALONZO T., laceration to left hand from projectile, medical care on site.
SGT LITTLEJOHN, DAVID E., [REDACTED], laceration to nose from projectile, medical care on site.

PFC COMMERFORD, KATHLEEN M., [REDACTED], bruises on left jaw, difficulty moving jaw, from projectile, medical care on site.

SGT ETHERIDGE, LISA M., [REDACTED], laceration to left hand from projectile, medical care on site.

SGT SPEARS, MATTHEW A., [REDACTED], injury to hip, bruised from projectile, medical care on site.

SPC PERKISS, WADE E., [REDACTED], injury to left arm swollen and difficult to use, from projectile, medical care on site.

SGT VROLYKS, ADRIAN, [REDACTED], bruise on arm from projectile, medical care on site.

At 1357 order was restored in the compounds and the QRF and IRF assisted in the clearing of the compounds. Following completion of the above security measures MSG Robert Johnson implemented accountability procedures in all compounds. All detainees were accounted for.

8. Remarks: 28<sup>th</sup> CASH DNVT 538-2802

9. Publicity: None

10. Command Reporting: 320<sup>th</sup> MP BN

11. POC: SSG Nick Matash

12. Downgrading Instructions: None
1. NA

2. Type of incident: Prisoner shoots at MP

3. 241900(L)NOV03

4. Baghdad Correction Facility

5. None

6. Personnel involved:

   a. Subject 1
      i. William A. Carhart
      ii. Rank: SGT
      iii. SSN [REDACTED]
      iv. US
      v. Male
      vi. DOB: [REDACTED]
      vii. Position: MP
      viii. Security: Secret
      iv. 372nd MP CO

   b. Subject 2
      i. Robert J. Elliot
      ii. Rank: SSG
      iii. SSN [REDACTED]
      iv. US
      v. Male
      vi. DOB: [REDACTED]
      vii. Position: MP
      viii. Security: Secret
      iv. 372nd MP CO

   c. Subject 3
      i. Ivan L. Frederick
      ii. Rank: SSG
      iii. SSN [REDACTED]
      iv. US
      v. Male
      vi. DOB: [REDACTED]
      vii. Position: MP
      viii. Security: Secret
      iv. 372nd MP CO

   d. Subject 4
      i. Megan M. Ambuhl
      ii. Rank: SPC
      iii. SSN [REDACTED]
      iv. US
      v. Female
      vi. DOB: [REDACTED]
      vii. Position: MP
      viii. Security: Secret
      iv. 372nd MP CO
7. At approximately 1830, a detainee interned at the hard site prison told an MP that another detainee was in possession of a pistol and 2 knives, and that possibly another detainee possessed a knife. The pistol was reported to have been located in cell 35 of the isolation area. Cell 35 is the assigned cell of Subject 6.

Subjects 1 through 5 along with LTC Steve Jordan, an MI officer, and an interpreter initiated a search of the cell wing. When the search element reached cell 35, the search element ordered Subject 6 to place his hands through the cell doors. After the fourth issuance of the order, LTC Jordan instructed SSG Elliot to place his shotgun loaded with non-lethal rounds on fire mode. Following further requests, Subject 6 remained non-compliant, and then made a sudden movement towards the upper bunk located in his cell. Subject 6 appeared with a pistol and fired one round through the cell door at the search element. This round impacted the opposing wall of the cell block. MP ordered Subject 6 to surrender his weapon, with which he did comply. LTC Jordan instructed SSG Elliot to engage Subject 6. SSG Elliot discharged 2 non lethal rounds, one impacting Subject 6 in the chest. Subject 6 responded by firing additional rounds at the search element. SSG Elliot engaged Subject 6 with lethal rounds, which impacted his lower legs. Following the incident SGT Cathcart reported that he may have been shot in the front of his IBA.

A subsequent search of the cell unveiled two large bayonet-style knives hidden in two MRE cardboard containers placed under the upper bunk pillow.

Later, two informants indicated that Subject 6 had stated the previous Thursday that he would obtain a weapon and was planning to kill US personnel working the isolation tiers. The previous Monday, Subject 6 indicated that he had possession of the weapons, and that at the evening of 24 Nov 03 would be the time to strike. He attempted to gather support from fellow detainees. Informants stated that a bed sheet was tied around the weapons and the sheet was thrown up to second tier window and secured by Subject 6. The only means to gain access to that location is via an IP checkpoint outside the wing area. The informants also indicated that there might possibly be at least one other cell with a hand-grenade.

The on-duty shift of IP was searched, yielding substantial amounts of US and Iraqi currency, as well as, notes written by prisoners to be smuggled outside the prison.
The IRF and MWDs were dispatched to continue the search of the hard site, yielding no weapons found.

The detainee was MEDEVACd to the 28th CASH for gunshot wounds to the legs.

8. Remarks: POC at 28th CASH is MAJ White 538-2802

9. Publicity: None

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SSG Nick Matash

12. Downgrading Instructions: None

SSG Nick Matash
320th MP BN
S3, NCOIC
DSN: 559-1763
Subject: FW: SIR - Prisoner Fires Pistol at MP

-----Original Message-----
From: Dinenna, David MAJ CJTF7-320 MP BN S3
Sent: Monday, November 24, 2003 8:48 PM
To: Martin CPT CJTF7-800MP BDE OPS Steiger (E-mail)
Cc: 'michael.c.sheridan@us.army.mil'

Subject: SIR - Prisoner Fires Pistol at MP

1. NA

2. Type of incident: Prisoner shoots at MP

3. 241900(L)NOV03

4. Baghdad Correction Facility

5. None

6. Personnel involved:

   a. Subject 1
      i. William A. Carthart
      ii. Rank: SGT
      iii. SSN [REDACTED]
      iv. US
      v. Male
      vi. DOB: [REDACTED]
      vii. Position: MP
      viii. Security: Secret
      iv. 372nd MP CO

   b. Subject 2
      i. Robert J. Elliot
      ii. Rank: SSG
      iii. SSN [REDACTED]
      iv. US
      v. Male
      vi. DOB: [REDACTED]
      vii. Position: MP
      viii. Security: Secret
      iv. 372nd MP CO

   c. Subject 3
      i. A [REDACTED] S
      ii. Security Internee
      iii. SEQ 151362
      iv. Iraqi
      v. Male
      vi. DOB: UNK
      vii. Charge: IED paraphanalia
      viii. Security: MI hold
      iv. Prison Unit 1A
7. The detainee fired multiple rounds from a pistol, at least one of which impacted SGT Carhart’s Interceptor Body Armor. MP responded by firing non-lethal shotgun rounds at the detainee, at least one of which impacted in the detainee’s chest. The detainee continued to fire his pistol. The detainee was then shot with two # .00 12 gauge rounds in the legs.

It was reported by another detainee that IP provided the weapon.

The detainee was MEDEVACd to the 28th CASH.

The hard-site is locked-down, and MP are conducting a health and welfare inspection of the cells.

8. Remarks: POC at 28th CASH is MAJ White 538-2802

9. Publicity: None

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SSG Nick Matash

12. Downgrading Instructions: None

SSG Nick Matash
320th MP BN
S3, NCOIC
DSN: 559-1763
Baghdad Correctional Facility –

1. Category: NA

2. Type of Incident: Riot in Camp Ganci

3. DTG: 241320LNOV03

4. Location: Baghdad Correctional Facility

5. None

6. Personnel involved: Detainees in all Compounds in Camp Ganci.

7. Actions Taken: All units, IRF and QRF were notified. Off Duty soldiers were called to assist in the help to control the Compounds. Notified XO, Battalion Commander, and the BDE of the situation.

8. Remarks: Prisoners were throwing rocks at the MP’s at the gates and the MP’s in the towers. Soldiers were told to fire Non Lethal rounds. When soldiers ran out of Non Lethal rounds they were advised to fire Lethal rounds only if they did not have Non Lethal. Lethal advised to be used by Battalion XO Maj Sheridan.
   During the Riot Vigilant C, began getting out of control and required support to quell the uprising. Uprising was under control in approximately 5 to 10 minutes.

9. Publicity: NONE

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SGT Warner Lauren
Baghdad Correctional Facility –

1. Category: NA

2. Type of Incident: Riot in Camp Ganci

3. DTG: 241320LNOV03

4. Location: Baghdad Correctional Facility

5. None

6. Personnel involved: Detainees in all Compounds in Camp Ganci.

7. Actions Taken: All units, IRF and QRF were notified. Off Duty soldiers were called to assist in the help to control the Compounds. Notified XO, Battalion Commander, and the BDE of the situation.

8. Remarks: Prisoners were throwing rocks at the MP’s at the gates and the MP’s in the towers. Soldiers were told to fire Non Lethal rounds. When soldiers ran out of Non Lethal rounds they were advised to fire Lethal rounds only if they did not have Non Lethal. Lethal advised to be used by Battalion XO Maj Sheridan.

   During the Riot Vigilant C, began getting out of control and required support to quell the uprising. Uprising was under control in approximately 5 to 10 minutes.

9. Publicity: NONE

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SGT Warner Lauren
SIR

1. N/A
2. Type of incident: Prisoner Air Medevac
3. DTG: 241059ZCT03
4. Abu Ghraib Prison, Camp Vigilant
5. None
6. Personnel involved
   a. Subject 1
      I. N/A
      II. N/A
      III. ISN: 150546
      IV. Iraqi
      V. Male
      VI. Age: Unk
      VII. Position: Civilian Internee
      VIII. Security: N/A
      IX. 320th MP BN
7. Prisoner Medevac prisoner was identified having Unknown Fiberal Illness, Dehydration, and Diehyria. Request for MEDEVAC from medics: 1359 LOCAL MEDEVAC Helo liftoff: 1420 LOCAL
8. Medics I.D. situation: PRIORITY
9. Publicity: none
10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
11. POC: SPC Lauren M Warner
12. Downgrading instructions: none

SPC Warner Lauren
320th MP BN
S3, Administrative Assistant, RTO
DSN: 559-1763

DRV FM: 123-2
Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1

Classification: SECRET//X1
SIR

1. N/A
2. Type of incident: Prisoner wounded during small arms attack
3. DTG: 252226LAUG03
4. Abu Graib Prison, Camp Ganci, Comp 3
5. None
6. Personnel involved
   a. Subject 1
      i. H
      ii. N/A
      iii. ISN: 15030
      iv. Iraqi
      v. Male
      vi. Age: Unk
      vii. Position: Civilian Internee
      viii. Security: N/A
      ix. 320th MP BN

7. At 2155 positions on the southern perimeter detected small arms fire from south of their locations. At 2200 Tower 6, centrally located on the southern perimeter wall, began taking fire on their position. Tower 6 identified tracer rounds and muzzle flash from MB128831 (approximately 400m to their south). Additionally, the Camp Vigilant towers on the west side of their facility were also engaged at the same time. At 2210 Tower 6, while continuing to take fire, engaged MB128831 with small arms fire. Tower 6 engaged for approximately 5-10 minutes sporadically. This suppressed and eventually ended the engagement.

   During the attack, at approximately 2205 in Camp Ganci, Compound 3, the above prisoner was grazed in the head by an incoming round.

   Medics were immediately dispatched to the compound to treat the prisoner.

   Report from medic follows:

8. Publicity: none
9. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
10. POC: SSG Brian G. Hydro (302 559 1738)
11. Downgrading instructions: none

SSG Brian G. Hydro
320th MP BN
S3, NCOIC
DSN: 559-1763

DRV FM: 123-2
Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1

Classification: SECRET//X1
Baghdad Correctional Facility

1. Category: UNK

2. Type of Incident: Prisoner MEDEVAC

3. DTG: 252148(L)JANUARY2004

4. Location: Baghdad Correctional Facility

5. Weekend/Holiday: None

6. Personnel involved:

   a. Subject 1
      i. Name: [redacted]
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. BATS: 24213
      iv. Nationality: Iraqi
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: [redacted]
      vii. Facility: Hard Site Wing 4
      viii. Security: NA
      ix. Crime Accused: Murder

7. Narrative of Incident: Prisoner was air MEDEVACd for appendicitis to the 28th CASH.

8. Remarks:

9. Publicity: UNK

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SSG Nick Matash

12. Downgrading Instructions:
Baghdad Correctional Facility

1. Category: UNK

2. Type of Incident: US Soldiers 1st Degree burns to Face

3. DTG: 260945(L)JANUARY2004

4. Location: Baghdad Correctional Facility

5. Weekend/Holiday: None

6. Personnel involved:
   a. Subject 1
      i. Name: Roy Wooder
      ii. Rank: SPC/E-4
      iii. SSN: [redacted]
      iv. Nationality: US
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: [redacted]
      vii. Facility: Tower 1 Ganci 7

7. Narrative of Incident: US Soldier was filling a Kerosen Heater when it Flashed in his Face. Medics were notified as soon as incident happened. US Soldiers has 1st Degree burns to Left side of Face and Eye.

8. Remarks: US Soldier was given bed rest for rest of the Day as Per the 320th MP BN Medics. US Soldier will be RTD 27th Jan 2004.

9. Publicity: UNK

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SGT Warner Lauren

12. Downgrading Instructions:
1. NA
2. Type of incident: Small arms attack.
3. 202154LAug03
4. Abu Ghurayb Prison southern perimeter
5. None
6. Personnel involved: unknown
7. A tower on the southern perimeter observed an unidentified enemy that shot approximately 15-30 rounds (possible 7.62mm) from the area of grid MB12808313. This enemy was engaged by two of our southern towers.
8. Remarks: There were no U.S. personnel/detained personnel casualties. Unknown if any enemy casualties.
9. Publicity: None
10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
11. POC: SSG Brian G. Hydro
12. Downgrading Instructions: None

SSG Brian G. Hydro
320th MP BN
S3, NCOIC
DSN: 559-1763

DRV FM: 123-2
Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1

Classification: SECRET//X1
SIR

1. N/A
2. Type of incident: Prisoner Air Medevac
3. DTG: 270915Z0CT03
4. Abu Ghraib Prison, Camp Ganci Compound 2
5. None
6. Personnel involved
   a. Subject 1
      I. N/A
   II. ISN: 15033
   III. Iraqi
   IV. Male
   V. Age: Unk
   VI. Position: Civilian Internee
   VII. Security: N/A
   VIII. 320th MP BN
7. Prisoner Hyphema OD, (Bleeding from the Right EYE) Request for MEDEVAC from medics: 1215 LOCAL, MEDEVAC Helo liftoff: 1255 LOCAL
8. Medics I.D. situation: URGENT
9. Publicity: none
10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
11. POC: SPC Lauren M Warner
12. Downgrading instructions: none

SPC Warner Lauren
320th MP BN
S3, RTO
DSN: 559-1763

DRV FM: 123-2
Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1

Classification: SECRET//X1
Baghdad Correctional Facility

1. Category: UNK

2. Type of Incident: Prisoner MEDEVAC

3. DTG: 280000(L)JANUARY2004

4. Location: Baghdad Correctional Facility

5. Weekend/Holiday: None

6. Personnel involved:
   a. Subject 1
      i. Name: A[redacted]
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. ISN: 151107
      iv. Nationality: Iraqi
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: UNK
      vii. Facility: Ganci 2
      viii. Security: Security Internee

7. Narrative of Incident: Prisoner was air MEDEVACd for a heart condition to the 28th CASH.

8. Remarks:

9. Publicity: UNK

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SSG Nick Matash

12. Downgrading Instructions:
Baghdad Correctional Facility –

1. Category: NA

2. Type of Incident: Prisoner Air Medevac

3. DTG: 281050LNOV03

4. Location: Baghdad Correctional Facility

5. None

6. Personnel involved:
   a. Subject 1
      i. Name: UNK
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. ISN: ISN # 09061
      iv. Nationality: IRAQI
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: UNK
      vii. Position: NA
      viii. Security: NA

7. Medevac for a Pneumonia and temp. of 103.6 degrees.
   Medevac Request: 1050(L)
   Medevac Landed: 1110(L)
   Medevac Liftoff: 1115(L)
   AIR MEDEVAC per LTC AKERSON

8. Remarks:

9. Publicity: NONE

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SSG BRIAN HYDRO
SIR

1. N/A
2. Type of incident: U.S. Soldier (Air) Medevac
3. DTG: 292021 LAUG03
4. Abu Graib Prison, 229th MP CO
5. None
6. Personnel involved
   a. Subject 1
      I. SFC Plued, Daryl
      II. N/A
      III. SS#
      IV. U. S.
      V. Male
      VI. Age:
      VII. Position:
      VIII. Security: N/A
      IX. 320th MP BN

At 2000 SFC Straub (BN Aid Station) requested Air Evac for SFC Plued. He had uncontrollable fever (103 deg.) for last 2 hrs. At 2021 SFC Plued Medevac to 28th CASH.

7. Publicity: none
8. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
9. POC: SSG Brian G. Hydro (302 559 1738)
10. Downgrading instructions: none

SSG Brian G. Hydro
320th MP BN
S3, NCOIC
DSN: 559-1738

DRV FM: 123-2
Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1

Classification: SECRET//X1
SIR

1. N/A
2. Type of incident: U.S. Soldier (Air) Medevac
3. DTG: 292021 LAUG03
4. Abu Graib Prison, 229th MP CO
5. None
6. Personnel involved
   a. Subject 1
      I. SFC Plued, Daryl
      II. N/A
      III. SS#  
      IV. U. S.
      V. Male
      VI. Age:  
      VII. Position:
      VIII. Security: N/A
      IX. 320th MP BN

At 2000 SFC Straub (BN Aid Station) requested Air Evac for SFC Plued. He had uncontrollable fever (103 deg.) for last 2 hrs. At 2021 SFC Plued Medevac to 28th CASH.

7. Publicity: none
8. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
9. POC: SSG Brian G. Hydro (302 559 1738)
10. Downgrading instructions: none

SSG Brian G. Hydro
320th MP BN
S3, NCOIC
DSN: 559-1738

DRV FM: 123-2
Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1

Classification: SECRET//X1
Prisoner had chest pains and a depression reading on the EKG. Additionally, the patient had a history of myocardial infarctions. Request for MEDEVAC from medics: 1914 LOCAL, MEDEVAC Helo lift-off: 1938 LOCAL

Medics I.D. situation: URGENT/NON-SURGICAL
Publicity: none
Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
POC: MSG Michael P. Toomey
Downgrading instructions: none

Classification: SECRET//X1
Baghdad Correctional Facility

1. Category: UNK

2. Type of Incident: Prisoner MEDEVAC

3. DTG: 281010(L)JANUARY2004

4. Location: Baghdad Correctional Facility

5. Weekend/Holiday: None

6. Personnel involved:
   a. Subject 1
      i. Name: 
      ii. Rank: 
      iii. ISN: 157247
      iv. Nationality: Iraqi
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: UNK
      vii. Facility: Vigilant C
      viii. Security: Security Internee

7. Narrative of Incident: Prisoner was air MEDEVAC for a heart condition to the 28th CASH. Special Equipment was a Cardiac Monitor.

8. Remarks: Medevac Request: 1010 Per SSG Layton 372nd MP CO Medic
   Helo Landed: 1021
   Helo Liftoff: 1025

9. Publicity: UNK

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SGT Warner Lauren

12. Downgrading Instructions:
Baghdad Correctional Facility –

1. Category: NA
2. Type of Incident: Convoy Attack
3. DTG: 080815LNOV03
4. Location: MB235876, MSR Sword
5. Weekend/Holiday: Ramadan
6. Personnel involved:
   a. Subject 1
      i. Name: Michael J. Cook
      ii. Rank: SGT
      iii. SSN: [Redacted]
      iv. Nationality: US
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: [Redacted]
      vii. Position: MP
      viii. Security: SECRET
     iv. Unit/Crime Accused: 447th MP CO
   b. Subject 2
      i. Name: [Redacted]
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. SSN: 15684
      iv. Nationality: Iraqi
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: NA
      vii. Position: CI
     viii. Security/Compound Assignment: Hard-site 2
    iv. Unit/Crime Accused: Attempted Robbery
   c. Subject 3
      i. Name: [Redacted]
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. SSN: 15578
      iv. Nationality: Iraqi
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: NA
      vii. Position: CI
     viii. Security/Compound Assignment: Hard-site 2
    iv. Unit/Crime Accused: Carjacking
   d. Subject 4
      i. Name: [Redacted]
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. SSN: 18197
      iv. Nationality: Iraqi
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: NA
      vii. Position: CI
     viii. Security/Compound Assignment: Hard-site 4
iv. Unit/Crime Accused: Assault with Deadly Weapon

e. Subject 5
   i. Name: [REDACTED]
   ii. Rank: NA
   iii. SSN: 19080
   iv. Nationality: Iraqi
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: NA
   vii. Position: CI
   viii. Security/Compound Assignment: Ganci 2

iv. Unit/Crime Accused: Theft

f. Subject 6
   i. Name: M[REDACTED]
   ii. Rank: NA
   iii. SSN: 18343
   iv. Nationality: Iraqi
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: NA
   vii. Position: CI
   viii. Security/Compound Assignment: Ganci 1

iv. Unit/Crime Accused: Simple Assault

iv. Unit/Crime Accused: Theft

iv. Unit/Crime Accused: Assault with Deadly Weapon

g. Subject 7
   i. Name: J[REDACTED]
   ii. Rank: NA
   iii. SSN: 18873
   iv. Nationality: Iraqi
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: NA
   vii. Position: CI
   viii. Security/Compound Assignment: Ganci 2

iv. Unit/Crime Accused: Theft

h. Subject 8
   i. Name: J[REDACTED]
   ii. Rank: Na
   iii. SSN: 9256
   iv. Nationality: Iraqi
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: NA
   vii. Position: CI
   viii. Security/Compound Assignment: Hard-site 2

iv. Unit/Crime Accused: Murder

i. Subject 9
   i. Name: K[REDACTED]
   ii. Rank: NA
   iii. SSN: 18874
   iv. Nationality: Iraqi
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: NA
   vii. Position: CI
   viii. Security/Compound Assignment: Ganci 2

iv. Unit/Crime Accused: Theft
j. Subject 10
   i. Name: [redacted]
   ii. Rank: NA
   iii. SSN: 15268
   iv. Nationality: Iraqi
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: NA
   vii. Position: CI
   viii. Security/Compound Assignment: Hard-site 2
   iv. Unit/Crime Accused: Aggravated Assault With Weapon

k. Subject 11
   i. Name: [redacted]
   ii. Rank: NA
   iii. SSN: 13293
   iv. Nationality: Iraqi
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: NA
   vii. Position: CI
   viii. Security/Compound Assignment: Hard-site 2
   iv. Unit/Crime Accused: Attempted Kidnapping

l. Subject 12
   i. Name: William Michael Quinn
   ii. Rank: SGT
   iii. SSN: [redacted]
   iv. Nationality: US
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: NA
   vii. Position: MP
   viii. Security: SECRET
   iv. Unit/Crime Accused: 447th MP CO

m. Subject 13
   i. Name: Lease Allen Joseph
   ii. Rank: SSG
   iii. SSN: [redacted]
   iv. Nationality: US
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: NA
   vii. Position: MP
   viii. Security: SECRET
   iv. Unit/Crime Accused: 372th MP CO

n. Subject 14
   i. Name: Kenneth Alan Davis
   ii. Rank: SGT
   iii. SSN: [redacted]
   iv. Nationality: US
   v. Sex: M
   vi. DOB: NA
   vii. Position: MP
   viii. Security: SECRET
   iv. Unit/Crime Accused: 372th MP CO
7. Narrative of Incident: Two MP teams were escorting a 2 ½ ton truck containing 14 prisoners to Rusafa and Karrada courthouses. SGT Quinn and SGT Cook, 447th MP CO, were the drivers for the 2 ½ ton truck, with SGT Cook serving as the A-driver. The SP was at 0800. Shortly after transitioning from MSR Tampa to MSR Sword, the convoy was attacked with an IED. The IED detonated on the passenger-side of the 2 ½ truck. The trail security vehicle gunner engaged 2 persons in a field, who were acting suspiciously behind a berm. His weapon jammed and the individuals fled the scene in a vehicle. After all personnel and equipment were accounted for and assessed for damage, the decision was made to travel to Camp Pain, which was 2 KMs further. At Camp Pain, medical treatment was administered and air MEDEVACs were coordinated.
The 2 ½ ton truck absorbed the brunt of the explosion. It is unclear whether the explosion resulted from a ground-borne, wired IED or from an explosive device being thrown from a passing vehicle. At any rate the following is results of the explosion:

Subject 1: SGT Cook received medical treatment for hearing impairment, his condition is quickly improving.

Subject 2: DOA as a result of head wounds. The body was transported to BIAP Mortuary Affairs;

Subject 3: Received shrapnel to chest and shoulder and was air MEDEVACd to 28th CASH;

Subject 4: Received shrapnel in his back and was air MEDEVACd to 28th CASH;

Subject 5: Received shrapnel to his chest and buttocks and was air MEDEVACd to 28th CASH;

Subject 6: Received shrapnel to his chest and buttocks;

Subject 7: Received shrapnel to his lower back;

Subject 8: The blast affected his hearing;

Subject 9: The blast resulted in a perforated ear drum;

Subject 10: The blast resulted in a bruised back;

Subject 11: Received staples for a head laceration.

Subjects 12-18: Were not affected by the explosion.


9. Publicity: NONE

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SSG Nick Matash
To: Cavallaro, Anthony MAJ CJTF7-800TH MP BDE-S3 (E-mail); Steiger, Martin CPT CJTF7-800MP BDE OPS (E-mail)

Subject: Escapies

SIR

1. N/A
2. Type of incident: (2)Prisoner(s) Escape
3. DTG: 050354LNOV03
4. Abu Ghraib Prison, Hard Site Prison Unit 3A, Cell #144
5. None
6. Personnel involved
   a. Subjects
      I. N/A
      II. ISN(s): (1)9877, (2)10739
      IV. Iraqi
      V. Male
      VI. Age: Unk
      VII. Position: Civilian Internee
      VIII. Security: N/A
      IX. 320th MP BN
7. Prisoners Escaped from Cell block 3A Cell 144. They escaped through the window of the cell at Approximately 0330-0345L. TOC was notified at 0354L.
   ACTIONS TAKEN: Notified S-3 and BN CDR at 0400L. Notified QRF, IRF, and all sub. units to stand up soldiers to do search of LSA's and each Camp. Notified all base defense elements of the situation and locked down the facility.
8. Currently sweeping possible escape routes outside facility walls.
9. Publicity: none
10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN
11. POC: SGT Lauren M Warner
12. Downgrading instructions: none

SGT Warner Lauren
320th MP BN
S3, RTO
DSN: 559-1763

DRV FM: 123-2
Dated: 24 Feb 98
DECL ON: X1

Classification: SECRET//X1
MAJ David W. DiNenna, Sr.
320th MP BN
S3
DSN: 559-1763
Baghdad Correctional Facility

1. Category:

2. Type of Incident: Prisoner MEDEVAC

3. DTG: 172118(L)JANUARY2004

4. Location: Baghdad Correctional Facility

5. Weekend/Holiday: None

6. Personnel involved:
   a. Subject 1
      i. Name: 
      ii. Rank: NA
      iii. ISN: 154741
      iv. Nationality: Iraqi
      v. Sex: M
      vi. DOB: UNK
      vii. Facility: Ganci Compound 7
      viii. Security: NA

7. Narrative of Incident: Prisoner was air MEDEVACd when he exhibited signs of heart attack to the 28th CASH.

8. Remarks:

9. Publicity: UNK

10. Command Reporting: 320th MP BN

11. POC: SSG Nick Matash

12. Downgrading Instructions: